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TAME
TODAY'S WEATHER

Mostly sunny, high
49°F,low320F.
Extended forecast on page 2
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I BRIAN WESTLEY
senior writer
Many students looking to live
off campus are under the false
impression that they need to
sign leases early into the school
year, according to The Office of
Off-Campus Living.
"Students are signing leases
well before Christmas because
they're getting incorrect information," said MelanieMaher,
assistant director for the University Center for Taylor Down
Under. "Students think there is a
housing crunch."
Last Wednesday, in an
attempt to prevent students
from signing leases early in the
school year, the Center for OffCampus Living asked the real-

estate agents of complexes that
cater to JMU students to hold off
signing leases with students
until January.
"When I came to JMU 10
years ago, students weren't signing leases until after spring
break," Maher said. "Now some
students are signing leases well

WAITING UNTIL AT LEASE-T THE NEW YEAR?
• The Office for Off-Campus Living is encouraging all students to
wait until the new year to sign leases. It asked real estate
agents of complexes that serve JMU students to postpone the
lease-signing process until January.
• The apartment complexes don't have to comply with JMU's
request, so students can continue to sign leases at their
leisure.
• Several complexes already have waiting lists.

before Christmas."
To encourage off-campus
housing to delay the signing of
leases, the Center for Off-Campus Living was planning a housing fair in January as a kick-off
for students to begin signing
leases.

Business owners
don't rely on JMU

I

KATIE LUDWIG
contributing writer

Several aspects of Harrisonburg's economy have grown
drastically since the 1980s, but
several business owners claim
JMU is not a primary reason.
The combined expansions of
JMU, Eastern Mennonite University and Bridgewater College and
the increase of industries in Harrisonburg have been the leading
factors in the city's growth, said
Missy Naylor, a planner at the
Harrisonburg Planning Commission.
The population of Harrisonburg has grown from 25,400 in
1983 to 33,900 in 19%.
"The university creates a market for many businesses, especially service jobs," Naylor said.
Service jobs include water,
sewer and trash service for the
students living in off-campus
housing within city limits.
Students also contribute to the
city economy through spending
money in the food, entertainment
and housing markets, Naylor said.
Evidence of this growth is doc-

"I had hoped to plan a housing fair for off-campus housing
during the third week of January," Maher said. "[All of the
complexes] would collaborate
with us to plan it."
However, the housing fair is
not likely to happen because
real-estate agents said they felt

umented in the 1996 Comprehensive Plan Update for the City of Harrisonburg. Trade of building materials, such as those used for apartment buildings, rose from
$5,905,000 in 1982 to $36,907,000
in 1992. Trade in the earing and
drinking market rose from
$19,946,000 in 1982 to $49,313,000
in 1992.
The Comprehensive Plan Update
was published this year.
Further evidence of growth in
the city is evident in current construction. For example, Applebee's restaurant, Pier One
Imports and Books-A-Million will
open on East Market Street across
from Valley Mall at the end of this
year.
"Applebee's plans on getting
quite a lot of college business
since it is a college town," Mike
Fleisher, bar manager, said.
Applebee's opens in November,
he said.
It is obvious that a growing
community and university contributed to these findings, but
direct JMU student interaction
and connection to the university
see STUDENTS page 7

it was bad business practice to
turn students away from signing leases early.
"[JMU] was asking us to sign
a form that wouldn't, allow us to
sign leases [with students]
before the housing fair," said
Colleen Pendry, of Pendry and

Constable Property Management. Pendry and Constable
leases Olde Mill Village. "So if a
student comes to us and wants a
unit and I tell them they can't
sign until January, we may lose
that student."
Patty Caviness, real estate
agent for Hunter's Ridge, University Place and Madison
Manor, said, "The housing fair
was a good thing. We do want
the education for students."
But Caviness said that as a
real-estate agent, she needs to
look out for the owners of the
properties she represents. "I
wouldn't have a job if I refused
to sign leases [until January],"
she said.
Leslie Thompson, real-estate
agent for Ashby Crossing, said
she doesn't have a problem with
holding off on leases until January because Ashby doesn't typically send out lease renewals
until January. "We don't know
see JMU page 7
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cause friction
JMU hopes students
will wait until Jan.
to sign contracts

INSIDE

LAURA IJND&EY/contributing photographer

AHHHH. FALL IN THE VALLEY: The colors came into full, breathtaking
bloom as the leaves began to fall from the trees this weekend on
Bear Fence Mountain on Skyline Drive. Enjoy it while you can, though,
the first frost is due into town this evening.
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Police
arrest 2
more
robbery
suspects
ISTEVEN LANDRY &
BRAD JENKINS
\police reporter & news editor
Police arrested two more people yesterday in connection with
a reported Oct. 5 armed robbery
at a Squire Hill apartment.
Harrisonburg Police arrested
Bart Bonanno, a JMU sophomore
and Keith Grayson, who is not
listed in JMU student files, Harrisonburg Police Chief Donald
Harper said late Wednesday.
Harper, reached at home,
couldn't say what the specific
charges against Bonanno and
Grayson were.
Yesterday's arrest brings the
number of arrests to four in the
case. Police have said there were
four suspects.
Bonanno and Grayson were
not listed as being held in" the
Rockingham County Jail, a jail
official said late Wednesday. The
official said he couldn't determine from jail files whether the
two were ever in the jail.
Former JMU student Bradley
Meade, 25, of Centreville, was
arrested and charged with robbery by the Harrisonburg Police
Department after turning himself
in Monday.
Hist>rother, Rahmal Meade,
21, was arrested Oct. 14 and
charged with armed robbery and
using a firearm in the commission of a felony.
Both Rahmal and Bradley
Meade are scheduled to appear at
a preliminary hearing in Rockingham County Circuit Court on
Nov. 17 at 9 a.m.
It was unclear late yesterday
whether the two new arrests
would be included in that
hearing.
The preliminary hearing will
determine whether the case will
be certified to a grand jury.
Rahmal Meade is a part-time
special student at JMU and lives
in Harrisonburg.
Lt. Bill Meadows, Rockingham
County Sheriff's Department
see SUSPECTS page 7
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Alcohol
• Todd Ft. King. 18, of Midlothian, was arrested and charged
with underage possession of
alcohol on Oct 17 at 2:45 a.m.
nearA-lot
• Non-student Jeffrey H. Grant,
18. of MkJothian, was arrested and
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charged with underage possession
of alcohol on Oct 17 at 2:10 a.m.
near the intersection of Port
Republic Road and Interstate 81.
• Non-student Julio Reyes-Martinez, 20, of Broadway, was
arrested and charged with underage possession of alcohol on
Oct. 17 at 3:30 p.m. at the intersection of Port Republic Road
and Z-lot
• Non-student Lorenzo L. Flores, 20, of Harrisonburg, was
arrested and charged with under-
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age possession of alcohol on
Oct. 17 at 3:30 p.m. at the intersection of Port Republic Road
and Z-lot.
• Jason C. Wiedersum, 20, of
Nesconset, N.Y., was arrested
and charged with underage possession of alcohol on Oct. 17 at
3:45 p.m. on the Quad.
• Kathleen C. Preece, 19, of
Fairfax, was arrested and
charged with underage possession of alcohol on Oct. 17 at 4:18
p.m. in front of the Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity house.
• Janelle M. Ryznar, 18, of
Pottstown, Pa., was arrested and
charged with underage possession of alcohol on Oct. 17 at 6:53

p.m. at the rear of the Sigma Pi |
fraternity house.
• Non-student Timothy J.
Mikesh. 20, of Rockaway, N.J.,
was arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol
on Oct. 18 at 12:02 a.m. on
Greek Row.
• Benjamin J. Kane. 18, of Virginia Beach, was arrested and
charged with underage possession of alcohol on Oct 18at 1:43
a.m. on Greek Row.
• Bianca J. Rensner, 19, of
Brookfield, Conn., was arrested
and charged with underage possession of alcohol on Oct 18 at
2:45 am in the Village Gazebo.
seePOUCEL0Gpage7

DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
it Anime Night, 7 p.m., Taylor 404, e-mail Michael at adkinsml

it Bible Study, 8:15 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason Street, call
Ben at 434-3490

it Bible Study, 7 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 434-6822

<fr Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason
Street, call Ben at 434-3490
• Folk Group Practice, 7:30 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.),
sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry, call Laura at 574-4698
• JMU Faculty Recital, 8 p.m., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium
• "Let My People Go," 7 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium, call x7902
• Planetarium Show, 6 p.m. and 7 p.m., Miller 102

4 Young Democratic Socialists Meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 302, call x2537

it JMU Breakdancing Club, 4:30 p.m., Godwin 137, e-mail Josh at
rosentjl
* "The Classic Rock All-Stars" Concert, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium, call x7000

SATURDAY, OCT. 24
it Arboretum Bulb Sale, 9 a.m., Edith J. Carrier Arboretum, call x3194
• Danceshare Concert, 8 p.m., Godwin 355
• Delta Sigma Pi Charitable Fund-raiser, all day, the commons, email Denisse at chassedx
/

* Mass, 5 p.m., CCM House (1052 S. Main St.), sponsored by Catholic
Campus Ministry, call Heather at 438-3044

Time behind the wheel
Male drivers spend an average of 81 minutes a day behind the wheel, while
women average 64 minutes. Minutes spent driving daily, by age:
A&e
Men
Women
16-19
58

sdit

20-34

35-49

THOMAS SCALA/sCTiior artist

81

65
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50-64

88

65 and older

73

67
61
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LOCATION
The Breeze is located in the lower
level of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Cleveland
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it Delta Sigma Pi Charitable Fundraiser, 24 hours, the commons, email Denisse at chassedx

# Pops Concert Featuring Allen Vizzutti, 8:30 p.m., Convocation
Center, call x7000

• Primetime, 8 p.m., PC Ballroom, call Amy at 433-7013

the_ breeze®jmu.edu
Breeze Net:
http://breeze.jmu.edu

South Main St.

• Danceshare Concert, 8 p.m., Godwin 355

• Fellowship and Praise, 5:30 p.m., Baptist Student Union, call 4346822

Fax- (540) 568-6736
EM address:

Duke

• Alumni Relations Open House, 7 p.m., Chandler Study Lounge

• Earth Club Meeting, 5 p.m., Taylor 305, call Warren at 438-1210

The Breeze is published Monday and
Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University
and the local Harrisonburg communi
ty. Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Courtney A. Crowley
editor.
MalHng address:
The Breeze
Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone (540) 568-6127
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• Delta Sigma Pi Charitable Fundraiser, 24 hours, the commons, email Denisse at chassedx
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"To the press alone, chequered as
it is with abuses, the world is
indebted far all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison

SPORTS

animal treatment by Amy Bafumo
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S&P 500

5.99
close: 1069.92
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WEATHER
FIMDAY: Partly cloudy, high
53°F, low 33°F.
SATURDAY: Sunny high 61 °F,
low 31°F.
SUNDAY: Sunny, high 64°F, low
40°F.
MONDAY: Mostly cloudy, high
630F,low42°F.

CLARJDFICAHON
The letter to the editor entitled,
"Death of Matthew Shepard
demonstrates need for Safe
Zone" was signed by 58 people. It was not a petition, but a
letter of support and commitment to the Safe Zone program at JMU. However, due
to space restrictions, The Breeze
was unable to run the names
of all supporters.
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'Ten seconds changed my life forever'
Speaker tells about wife's death after drunk driver plowed through house

I

BRAD JENKINS
news editor

The last thing Bobby Petricelli saw was
the soft glow of an alarm clock on his
nightstand. 11:45, it read.
That was the last time Petricelli would
sleep with his wife by his side.
Petricelli's wife, Eva, died that night
^after a pickup truck plowed into the
couple's bedroom. The driver was drunk.
"The whole inside wall of my bedroom
is gone," the animated Petricelli told
about 650 students Tuesday night in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. "The blue
mattress we were sleeping on was rolled
under the truck. I see something moving. I
think, 'Oh, no, Eva.'"
The truck that his wife was now under
had already careened down the road,
through his front yard, into the house and
over him and his wife.
Petricelli was quickly taken to the
hospital that tragic October night, not
knowing how his wife was. At the
hospital, a clergyman told Petricelli, "I'm
sorry to tell you your wife Eva didn't
make it."

Thinking he meant she wasn't in the
hospital yet, Petricelli said he asked when
she'd arrive.
"He says, 'no Bobby, your wife didn't
make it,'" Petricelli recalled Tuesday.
"'I'm sorry to tell you, Eva is dead.'"
Several days later, Petricelli's friends
took him to the funeral home to see his
deceased wife. "The moment I realize it's
Eva, I start to shake her and say, 'Eva, you
have to wake up, I want to go home,'" he
recalled. Petricelli said he then took Eva
out of the casket and at that moment
realized that she was dead. "The reality hit
home," he said.
After three weeks of hospital care and
three major surgeries, Petricelli said he
realized the purpose of what had
happened. "I realized my life was spared
to make a difference in people's lives," he
said.
Petricelli, a motivational speaker from
New York who travels the country telling
his story, came to JMU as part of Alcohol
Awareness Week with one message. 'Ten
seconds took Eva's life," he said. "Ten
seconds changed my life forever. Ten
seconds will change your life forever.
"This could have been prevented. The

decision this man took to drive after
drinking took only 10 seconds. It was
every decision he made, beginning with
the first drink he took and drove,"
Petricelli said.
Calling drugs and alcohol an "enemy"
of students, Petricelli preached against
abusing the substances. "Drug and alcohol
abuse will destroy. You may cause
someone else to be a victim," he said.
Intermingling humor with his
sometimes somber presentation, Petricelli
urged students to realize the impact
decisions might have on themselves and
others. He said alcohol abuse isn't the only
decision students should be prudent in.
"I'm not ashamed to say it, but the first
time I had sexual intercourse, I was 22years-old and it was on my honeymoon,"
Petricelli said, urging students to remain
"pure."
Megan Green, a freshman, said she heard
Petricelli speak when she was in high school
and wanted to hear him again. "Cherish
every moment you have," she said.
Jason Birmingham, a senior, also heard
Petricelli in high school. "He definitely
drives the point home that drinking and
driving is not worth it"

SHANA DQXEX /contributing photographer

Bobby Petricelli speaks about his late
wife, Eva, who died after a drunk
driver's car crashed through the
couple's Houston, Texas home.

SGA passes bus route bill
Measure criticizes
campus shuttle
to Blue Ridge Hall
I HEATHER NELSON
SGA reporter
DYLAN BOVCHERLEJphoto editor

Carrier Brieg (sitting on table), president of the College
Democrats, talks to members of the group at their weekly
meeting. The group meets each Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Taylor 302.

Dems move from
scandal to issues
paring for the Vote
Republican*

tsVj
mils

lalisLs

ILISAROSATO
[senior writer
In an effort to put the
President
Clinton-Monica
Lewinsky scandal behind them,
the College Democrats are
focusing on a campaign that
centers around education and
health care reform.
The central issue for 1998 is
"to prevent a republican
domination in Congress," Carrie
Breig, College Democrats
president, said. "We want to
make sure that people are

focusing on the issues and the
candidates, as opposed to what is
going on in the White House."
Jamie Gregorian, executive
director for the College
Democrats, said the group will
support candidates who fight to
get the most education for the
dollar. This includes advocating
more teachers and the use of tax
dollars for student loans,
Gregorian said.
The group is also supporting
the Patients Bill of Rights, which
protects people from Health
Management Organization
abuse, Gregorian said.
The group is campaigning for
local Congressional candidates
David Bowers and Cornell
Brooks, Breig said.
"We campaign for any
see DEMOCRATS page 9

The Student Government
Association Senate passed a bill
of opinion unanimously with
two abstentions Tuesday
requesting that the inner campus
bus route be extended to Blue
Ridge Hall.
Gifford Hall Sen. Ryan
Eppehimer, who lived in Blue
Ridge as a freshman last year,
authored the bill.
"Just think what it would be
like to live a mile away from
campus your freshman year,"
Eppehimer said.
According to the bill, Blue
Ridge Hall residents are at a
disadvantage because of their
residence hall's location.
Because of that, the bill states
they deserve transportation that
makes getting to and from
campus convenient.
"Blue Ridge has fewer buses
stopping at our hall than most
off-campus housing," Blue Ridge
Hall Sen. John Truban said.
"Blue Ridge is farther from the
Godwin bus stop than Hunter's
Ridge is."
Freshman class treasurer
Chris Fortier said, "These people
at Blue Ridge are paying
customers at JMU."

M. MOtmX>MERV/mntrihi^phtX>gnyher

David Barnes addresses
Student Government Association senators about the new
dining hall on the College of
Integrated Science and Technology campus. Senators also
debated several bills Tuesday.

Math and Science Sen. Justin
Voshell said that even Pizza
Peddlers uses a van to deliver
pizzas to the hall instead of using
the usual bicycles. "It's ridiculous
to think that anyone would go
there without a motor [vehicle],"
Voshell said.
At-Large
Sen.
Dana
Broadnax, a Blue Ridge resident
advisor, said that her residents
like living there but need more
interaction with other students.
"They don't want to move, they
just want to be able to get to

campus," she said.
At-Large Sen. Mike Parris
said, "Whether or not it's going
to happen, we're voting on
whether or not the students feel
this way."
Also at the meeting:
• Senators voted to move into
committee as a whole and
allocated $916.73 to Eta Sigma
Gamma, a health sciences
fraternity, for Depression
Awareness Week.
Usually, a financial bill is sent
to the Finance Committee first,
but the Senate's action bypassed
that step and served as the
Finance Committee itself.
• A bill of opinion Senate
passed last week that requested
the Hindi language be added to
the curriculum was tabled by the
SGA Executive Board.
Vice President Collin Lee
said he and Secretary Austin
Adams both felt that the Senate
needed to "put a little more
meat behind [the bill]."
A bill that is passed by
Senate must also be passed by
the four-member Executive
Board.
• At-Large Sen. Ann Marie
Phillips was named as the new
Faculty Senate Liaison. Arts and
Letters Sen. Trevor Booth
stepped down from the position
due to time constraints.
• JMU President Linwood
Rose will be the guest speaker
at the Oct. 27 SGA Senate
meeting.
The meeting will be held in
the Highlands Room of Warren
Hall at 5 p.m.
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Beef Barley Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Spinach Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Turkey Gravy
Carrots
Mixed Vegetables

Com & Lima Bean.
Casserole

Samosas, Tzatziki
Sauce

Black Bean Cake with
Pineapple Salsa

Dolmas

Wheat Berry Chili

MAMA MIA:

Lasagna w/ Meat Sauce
Spaghetti with Spinach
and Ricotta Sauce

Canneloni
Penne w/ Tomatoes
and Peppers

Tortelini with Tomato,
Mushroom Sauce
Pasta with Creamy
Peas and Ham

Farfalle with
Mushroom Cacciatore
Calzone

Ravioli
Pasta wth
Peas and Tomatoes

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

Oriental Pork Salad
Oriental Beef Wrap
Chinese Noodle Soup

Caesar Salad
Roasted Veggie Wrap
Garden Vegetable Soup

Taco Salad
Small Turkey Wrap

Cobb Salad
Italian Wrap
Zesty Minestone Soup

Greek Salad
Greek Wrap
French Onion Soup

Grilled Chicken
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Turkey Burgers
BBQ Beef
Zucchini Strips

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Reuben
Tune Melt

Turkey Burger
French Dip
Chicken Nuggets

Grilled Chicken Breast
Philly Cheesesteak

Grilled Turkey / Roasted
Peppers/ Provolone' Pesto
Mayo on Italian Bread

Fried Fish
Phillipine
Stir Fried Noodles
Roasted
Parmesan Potatoes
Peas
Carrots

Roast Pork Loin / Gravy
Chicken Shrimp Stir Fry
Rice
Green Beans
Creamed Onions

Beef Short Ribs
Chicken Fajitas
Roasted Potatoes
Corn
Sauteed Onions /
Pepper Medley

Fried Chicken / Gravy
Roast Lamb / Gravy
Brown Rice
Green Beans
Yellow Squash

Roast Beef / Gravy
Chicken Cacciatore
Mashed Potatoes
Onions Rings
Spinach

Popcorn Shrimp
Chicken Sausage
Jambalaya
Rosemary Red
Potatoes
Peas and Pearl Onions
Succotash

Egg Rolls

Thai Vegetable Curry

Quesadillas Cheese / Bean Beans

Vegetarian Crepe
Casserole

Stuffed Chayote
with Cheese

Spanikopita

MAMA MIA:

Baked Cavatelli
Rotini w/
Broccoli and Tomatoes

Linguini with
Garlic Cream Sauce

Radiatore with Sweet
and Sour Onion Sauce
Stuffed Shells

Meatballs in Sauce
Spaghetti with
Parmesan and Peas

Baked Ravioli
Pasta with
Peas and Tomatoes

.»

lid

Hnoae isiariu V^ICJMI
Chowder
Fried Fish
Turkey Broccoli
Supreme
Steak Fries
Mixed Vegetables
Summer Slaw

Cheese Grits
Scrambled Eggs
O'Brien Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Cream of Tomato Soup
Broccoli Stuffed
Chicken Breast
Roasted Red Pepper Sauce
Kansas Rice Medley
Peas

J

0

Oeam ol Mushroom soup
Turkey Cutlet
Brown Onion Cream Sauce
Macaroni and Cheese
Cabernet Rice Medley
Stewed Tomatoes
Peas

Mon. Oct 26

' Cream of Broccoli Soup
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Tomato Herb Sauce
Baked Cod Giardeniere
Potatoes au Gratin
Spinach
Lima Beans

Wed. Oct 28

Fri. Oct 30

Sun. Oct 25

Tues. Oct 27

Turkey Rice Soup
Tomato Basil Beef Stew
Cheese Enchilada
Casserole
Egg Noodles
Broccoli
Dilled Carrots

Mexican Com and Bean Soup

STARTING OCT. 25!

LATE NITE
SNACK

T^T

All

NAT |i HAL rfi

NANTOCKET

NECTARS

Whether you're wrapping up a long day or getting a
head start on tomorrow, the PIZZA PEDDLERS
crew can deliver a variety of GREAT SNACKS to
your hall quick and fast!

568-3373

SNACK DELIVERY MENUS
NOW AVAILABLE!
Pick one up from Peddlers Too!
in PC Dukes or ask for one on
your next pizza delivery!

/(e&typr.

$5 MINIMUM ORDER

ae
£

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Creekbank Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Roast
Beef Sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
- Cauliflower

O

1
(A
V)
3

I

Mexican Vegetables

Wonton Soup
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spaghetti and
Meatball Casserole
Rice
Broccoli
Sesame Vegetables
Curried Chickpeas

Check your
balance!

LAST DAY TO CHANGL
MEAL PLANS POR
THE SEMESTER IS
ERIDAY.OCT.23
CARD SERVICES,
WARREN HALL,
THIRD TLOOR

If you're budgeting your Dining Dollars
purchases for the semester, we are a
halfway through! If you spread your
purchases evenly over the semester,
your balance should be around...

14 Plus ~ $100
19 Plus - $50
Premier - $138

4>

Sat. Oct 31

Thurs. Oct 29

MADISON AVE
COFFEE BAR AND BAKERY

Afraid,you may run
out of Dining Dollars
before the end
of the semester?
Dining Dollars GOLD is a great
way to add onto your meal plan.
DDG work just like regular Dining
Dollars, BUT any unused DDG will
roll over from semester to semester,
year to year! PLUS! You get a
5% DISCOUNT on all your dining
purchases. NEED MORE INFO?
Stop by Card Services on the
third floor of Warren Hall today!

IN MARKET ONE
DPEN MON
AT

7:3D

-

FRI

A.M.

BAGELS, COFFEE,
ESPRESSO,
MUFFINS, COOKIES,
SPECIALTY CAKES
TO DIE FOR!

AND MORE!

_ u
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Scholars examine office of the president
Watergate, Vietnam, current Clinton-Lewinsky scandal weakened presidency
I KRISTIN LAZENBY
contributing writer
Bill Clinton's presidency will
survive but is too weak to accomplish much for the rest of his
term, a panel of four political science professors said Monday.
"Clinton missed his chance,"
said James Oliver, a professor
from the University of Deleware.
About 25 students attended a
symposium that focused on how
the post-Cold War presidency
has experienced more scandals,
questionable Constitutional practices and law-breaking than ever
before.
The speakers also said problems arising from new issues
such as globalization, the breakdown of party government and
an increased focus on foreign
policy are also reasons for presidential weakness.
As for scandal, the professors
specifically pointed to Watergate,
a loss of respect for the president
after Vietnam and weak leadership under former Presidents
Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter as
reasons for low confidence in the
executive office.
"It is now a more disappoint-

ing office than inspiring, its significance has diminished," said
Harold Barger, a professor from
Trinity University in San
Antonio and a panelist. "James
Madison would be disappointed."
The panelists gave several
ways the office of the president
might be restored.
"It needs strong leadership in
domestic policy," Barger said.
Included in domestic policy
are Social Security, health care.
Medicare, campaign finance and
tax reform and environmental
legislation and reform.
The speakers said the president should take steps to educate
the American people about
national issues.
Lastly, the panel said it would
take a crisis to completely restore
the office.
They said that would be a
time for a strong leader to come
forward and reclaim the
American people's confidence.
The panel concluded by saying the presidency will survive,
although it will take a long time
to restore American confidence
in the office.
"It is a resilient position," said
Loch Johnson, a professor from

MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/run/nbu/mg photographer

James Ofver, Professor of PoWcal Science at the University of Delaware and Anttwny Eksterowio; JMU professor of
poftfcai science, dscuss the American presidency during the post Cold War Sympc«un reW Monday in Taylor 404.

the University of Georgia and a
panelist.
The panelists noted that
Clinton's administration has
focused on the movement
toward "global economy."
However, his part in treaties
such as NATO and the World
Trade Organization will be overshadowed in history by the
Lewinsky inquiry and subsequent impeachment hearings, the

panelists said.
Several people who attended
the panel presentation said it was
informative.
Senior international affairs
major Gene Fishel said, "[The
symposium] is required, but I'm
interested. I want to get an
impartial view of the Clinton situation."
Anthony Eksterowicz, professor of political science at JMU,

said he was pleased with
Monday's discussion.
"We need to have more of
this, where students can see
scholars discuss subject matter
from class," Eksterowicz said.
"It is a great integration of scholarship and teaching."
The symposium was organized by Eksterowicz and was
funded by the Senator Harry F.
Byrd, Jr. Foundation.

Post Cold War U.S. without foreign policy
rent foreign policy situation, Hastedt said.
The first is the window for vulnerability
argument, which states that as a superpower, the United States is n6t forced to do anything it doesn't want to do, but can now
pick and choose its policy.
The second argument claims that the
window of vulnerability is closing. This theory states that the United States is losing it's
foreign policy options and must act quickly

States' global participation is key and has
no desire to function in an isolationalist
manner. The United States wouldn't be
expected to act unless others acted first in
a foreign policy situation, Hastedt said.
Since the Cold War victory over comThe second theory Hastedt discussed
munist Soviet Union, the United States
was the reformed America perspective.
has been a superpower which lacks a disThis theory returns America to its democtinct foreign policy to govern its actions, a
ratic ideals, as opposed to its imperial
JMU political scientist said.
impulses.
Political science professor Glenn
This theory would cause the
Hastedt discussed post Cold War for■"■ United States to be globally active with
eign policy Tuesday night in Anthony- ■
moral, political responses in its leaderSeeger auditorium to about 50 students (i
ship, Hastedt said.
and professors.
Hastedt introduced the third theHastedt, the College of Arts and Uavp [nndl ifwP '' TP in a
Letters 1998-99 Madison Scholar, spoke riuvC> I^IUJ IJ VC re VI U
ory as the global manager theory. In
about several foreign policy theories that r%rtvitinn trt nhr%r%vo hr\\Ai mitrh this theory, the United States would
the United States could choose to fill the yUSlllun IU criUUtC, HUW mucn not use power poUticS/ reCognizing
current policy void.
tiniP uu
/in WP
hflVP lu
tn chnn^P ? ' tnat IeadershiP bY dominance doesn't
nrnc
wc nuvc
The United States has been running
LriUU3C.
work
its affairs and making decisions based on
Glenn Hastedt
Instead, the United States would
an ad hocism or case by case policy since
professor of political science lead by example, helping others to
1989.
deal with their problems, without
before
they
are
all
lost.
solving
them for them. A problem with
Beginning in 1945, the United States
Hastedt said it might not matter which this theory is how does one offer or manmade its foreign policy decisions based on
a containment of communism policy, but theory of foreign policy the United States age leadership, Hastedt asked.
The fourth theory Hastedt discussed
it has been without a consistent policy chooses, because our foreign policy may be
ever since the fall of the Soviet Union, dictated by forces that are out of our con- was the triumphant America theory. Here,
America emerges as a victor, in a domitrol.
Hastedt said.
"How much choice do we have, [and] if nant position, set apart from the world.
"You're supposed to start out by sayThe triumphant theory sees the world
ing something funny," Hastedt said. we're in a position to choose, how much
time
do
we
have
to
choose?"
Hastedt
asked.
as
a
dangerous place, in which the United
"There's absolutely nothing funny about
The
first
theory
that
Hastedt
introduced
States
would pick and choose its conflicts.
this."
Hastedt said this isn't the first time the is called the Leadership theory. It states that Not backing away, but choosing which
United States has had foreign policy prob- the United States is now an ordinary state threats to confront, Hastedt said.
and should restructure its power and govThis theory emphasizes power politics
lems.
and makes us responsible to the states we
There are two contexts that are used ernment establishments.
In this altered environment, the United help to protect. It also makes us responsiwhen speaking of the United States' cur-

l

BRENT HEUPEL
contributing writer

How much choice do we

LEN ALBRlGHT/coniribuling photographer

Richard Whitman, dean of the College of
the Arts and Letters, presents Glenn
Hastedt, 1998-99 Madison Scholar, with
a Madison Scholar's pin and plaque.

ble to the world community, but we
would set the terms of our contract,
Hastedt said.
The last theory Hastedt talked about
was the disengaged America theory. The
disengaged theory is a pessimistic theory
that is rooted in isolationism, Hastedt said.
It argues that the world is inhospitable
and begs for the United States withdrawal
from global affairs. [We shouldn't concentrate on what conflicts we could] win , but
what losses we can avoid, Hastedt said.
Before concluding his lecture, Hastedt
discussed the role of leadership in foreign
policy, stating that leadership is what
see COLD WARpage 9
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NO CROWDS.
NO LINES.
NO HASSLE
Make the most of your parents'
visit this weekend -ORDER IN
from Chanello's.

574-4700
425 N. Main Street

Any Large
One Topping Pizza

I Large 4 Topping Pizza

$8.99

plus
tax

plus
tax
Norvalid with other coupon offers.

Not valid with other coupon offers.

Any Large Specialty Pizza
Plus 2 FREE 12 oz. Cokes

Add a small order of Cheese
Breadsticks with our special dipping
sauce to any order for only

$2.99

$10.99

plus
tax

No coupon necessary.

f<Jo coupon necessary.

Any Two Footlong Subs *

$9.99

plus
tax

* Excludes USS Norfolk Sub.

NOW HIRING
Delivery Drivers
Phone Personnel

No coupon necessary.

plus
tax
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JMU
from page 1

""

our housing availability until
then," she said.
And Kevin Williams, realestate agent for The Commons
and South View Williams, said
that most leases at The Commons
and South View are signed during the months of January,
February, and March. Few are
signed before Christmas.
The 1998 Off-Campus Living
Guide lists 24 apartment complexes. But it's October and students
are looking for a place to live next
year.
Sophomore Josh Rosenberg
said, "I think most students living
off campus weren't pressured into
it. They don't need a housing fair
to find out information they can
find out on their own if they're
serious about livng off campus."
But junior Sarah Matheson said

she thought the fair was a good
idea. "The housing fair is a good
idea because it lets students know
their options," Matheson said.
Part of the housing issue is that
there may be more off-campus
housing than students, Pendry
said. "This is going to be a tough
year for [filling up apartment complexes]," Pendry said. "There are
more apartment complexes, and
JMU keeps building more dorms."
The CISAT R-l dorm opened
this year at JMU and holds about
400 students, according to the
Aug. 31 issue of The Breeze. In
addition, off-campus complexes,
such as South View, have recently
been constructed for students.
South View has 240 apartment
units that can hold up to 960 students, Williams said.
Some apartments have waiting
lists for next year.

"We started a waiting list right
after school started because students were requesting us to put
them on a list," Thompson said.
There are currently 280 people on
the list she said.
Therefore, despite increased
student housing, Thompson said
she doesn't foresee a problem filling vacancies this year and said
that Ashby is at 95 percent capacity for this school year.
"If I was an older property
with a vacancy right now, then
I'd be concerned [about filling
vacancies], but Ashby Crossing
doesn't have that problem,"
Thompson said.
Although Ashby created waiting lists because students asked
for it, Thompson said real-estate
agents are simply doing their job
by creating a sense of urgency for
housing. "That's our business."

said Rahmal Meade was held Oct
14 in Rockingham County Jail,
but was released the next day
after posting a $5,000 bond.
Bradley Meade was not held in
jail after his arrest, Meadows said.

Bradley Meade attended JMU
from summer 1992 until summer
1.998, but he is not registered here
this semester, according to documents in the Office of the
Registrar. He has not received a
degree from JMU.
Police said the robbery
occurred Oct. 5 at about 3 a.m.
Four suspects, three with handguns, broke into 1441-N Devon
Lane at Squire Hill Apartments
while four people were in the residence.
Three of the people in the residence at the time are JMU students: sophomore Charles
Kemmler, junior Sarah Severin
and junior Jonathan Steffee,
according to a search warrant for
POLICE LOG, from page 2

Underage Consumption of
Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially
charged
with
underage
consumption of alcohol on Oct. 17
at 6:30 a.m. near the intersection
of Port Republic Road and
Bluestone Drive.

Driving Under the Influence
of Afcohol
• Matthew S. Antine, 20, of
Raynhan, Mass., was arrested
and charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol on Oct. 16
at 8:19 p.m. at Port Republic
Road near Forest Hills.
• Non-student Julio ReyesMartinez, 20, of Broadway, was
arrested and charged with
driving under the influence of
alcohol on Oct. 17 at 3:30 a.m.
at the intersection of Port

Students add
to economy
from page 1

Rhamal Meade's apartment. Non- during the incident
student George Wieser was also
When contacted by phone yesin the apartment.
terday, Severin said she did not
Rhamal Meade allegedly want to speak to The Breeze about
forced Steffee from his bedroom the incident or the events leading
into the living room. Rhamal up to it.
Meade thentried to get the key to
Other people who were in the
a small safe, the search warrant apartment at the time of the robasserts.
bery couldn't be reached for comThe pepetrator then proceed- ment.
ed to take the whole safe after the
Ivan Jecklin, owner of Winstine
key could not be immediately Properties, the company that
located, according to the search manages Squire Hill, said resiwarrant.
dents shouldn't be concerned
William
Frank,
the about safety there. "Given the cirHarrisonburg Police investigator, cumstances surrounding this incididn't list the safe as being seized dent, it didn't seem like a random
from Rahmal Meade's apartment act," he said.
in a post-search report.
Several neighbors of the apartAfter seeing a photographic ment that was entered said they
lineup, the victims picked didn't know anything about it
Rahmal Meade as the person who until they saw media reports.
took the safe, according to the
"I've never seen anything
search warrant.
strange down there," senior
The perpetrators were in the Ernie Savage said. Savage lives in
apartment for a short time. No an apartment three doors down
one in the apartment was injured from the one that was entered.

differs among businesses.
The 7-Eleven on Rt.ll has been
in operation since 1967. "JMU
was Madison College with only
3,000 students in 1971," Gary
Cron, owner of the Rt. 117Eleven since 1971, said. "And
JMU is not a majority portion of
customers. It is a nice segment,
but not a majority."
Most of the store's customers
are Harrisonburg residents and
people who work in the city but
live in Rockingham County, Cron
said. At Mike's Mart, located near
the South Main Street entrance to
campus, most of the store's
employees are students. The JMU
population makes up the majority of business, owner Linda
Federowicz said.
"Kids contribute to our business
a lot" Federowicz said. "Employees
are always on the go whereas in the
off-season, we're very slow. There's
never a dull moment. When
school's ouL if s slow."
Mike's Mart has been in business for 25 years. The population
of Harrisonburg has grown from
25,400 in 1983 to 33,900 in 19%.
Like 7-Eleven and Mike's Mart,
Town and Campus Records
downtown was not built as a
result of JMU's growth. The
music store was built 17 years
ago around the same time as
Valley Mall when there was very
little in the way of music, Tom
Cochrane, a Town and Campus
manager, said.
"JMU students make up a big
percentage of customers when
school is in session," Cochrane
said.
During winter and summer
breaks, the store depends on city
residents for business, Cochrane
said. "It's getting too big too
quick," he said. "There are too
many businesses and too many

Republic Road and Z-lot.
• Valeria A. Butler, 20, of
Powhatan, was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence of alcohol on Oct. 18 at
12:48 a.m. on Bluestone Drive.

• John M. Limata, 18, of
Arlington, was arrested and
charged with possession of
marijuana on Oct. 18 at 1:20 a.m.
in Mauck Stadium.

Alcohol Poisoning

Refusal to Take Blood or
Breath Test

• Unidentified individuals were
involved in an assault in D-hall on
Oct. 17 at 6:40 p.m.
This
case
is
under
investigation.

Police arrest additional suspects
from page 1
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• A JMU student was found with
alcohol poisoning on Oct. 16 at
11:48 p.m. in Garber Hall.
• A JMU student was found
unconscious
with
alcohol
poisoning on Oct. 17 at 3:45 a.m.
in Blue Ridge Hall. The student
was transported to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital.
• A non-student was found with
alcohol poisoning on Oct. 18 at
2:29 a.m. on Greek Row. The
person was transported to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital.

Possession of Marijuana

• Matthew S. Antine, 20, of
Raynhan, Mass., was arrested
and charged with refusal to take a
blood or breath test on Oct. 16 at
8:19 p.m. at Port Republic Road
near Forest Hills.
Possession of Fictitious
Operator's License
• Non-student Jeffrey H. Grant,
18, of Midlothian, was arrested
and charged with possession of a
fictitious operator's license on Oct.
17 at 2:10 a.m. near the
intersection of Port Republic Road
and Interstate 81.

Assault

No Valid Operator's License
• Non-student Julio ReyesMartinez, 20, of Broadway, was
arrested and charged with not
having a valid operator's license
on Oct. 17 at 3:30 p.m. at the
intersection of Port Republic Road
and Z-lot.
Arson
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly set fire to paper in a
bathroom on Oct. 17 at 3:50 a.m.
in the Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority house. Two white male
suspects were seen coming from
the bathroom. One was 6-foot-2

things happening. Lots of businesses are opening and struggling
to some degree. I don't see how
[the growth] can last. Too many
businesses close and stay closed."
"If sales are up one-third while
school is in session, then how will
businesses survive when school is
out?" Cochrane said. 'Too many
are expecting more consistency
with sales. Even when students are
in town you can't count on that"
Ruby Tuesday in Valley Mall
has been around for about six
years. It was built in Harrisonburg
because of the growth of the city
and the mall, General Manager
John Gorman said.
JMU students comprise 75 percent of the restaurant's employees, Gorman said. Forty percent
of his business comes form students, while 60 percent comes
from Harrisonburg residents.
Wal-Mart is another relatively
new store, built five years ago, it
receives a large volume of students. "I would say our heaviest
traffic is from JMU," Andrew
Diffie, a supervisor, said. "We
count on back-to-school sales as
much as we count on Christmas."
Wal-Mart was built due to the
demographics of the area in addition to the JMU factor, Diffie
said. "There were a lot of factors.
The colleges played a big part,
but so did the community. JMU
was not the only factor."
Susan Spitzer, owner of Touch
the
Earth
and
13-year
Harrisonburg resident, said,
"[Growth] is going to happen.
There's nothing we can do to stop
it. It's a nice place to live.lt has
lots to offer. Harrisonburg is getting bigger, better building more.
It could only be a positive
change."
"JMU students make up a big
percentage of customers when
school is in session," Cochrane
said.
and was wearing an orange shirt
and the other was shorter with
dark hair.
The fire caused no damage.

Destruction of Personal
Property
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly kicked in two right side
door panels of a parked car in Xlot between Oct. 13 at 7:45 a.m.
and Oct. 16 at 3:45 p.m.
Damage is estimated at $300.
• Unidentified
individuals
allegedly threw a picture down the
stairs smashing the glass and
damaging the frame on Oct. 17 at
3:50 a.m. in the Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority house. Two white
male suspects were seen coming
from the bathroom. One was 6foot-2 and was wearing an orange
shirt and the other was shorter
see POLICE LOG page 47
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TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE!
OIITDUTT P10SUII MUD
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October 30
8pm
Wilson Hall

http://vwvw.jmu.edu/org8/upb
For More Info Call (540)568-6217

$10

w/JAC at Warren Hall Box
Office (limit 2)
1-800-287-5925

$14

at door/public/day of show
Plan-9 (In Harrisonburg and
Charlottesville)
-Town & Campus
Rocktown CDs & Tapes
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Democrats look past Clinton crisis
DEMOCRATS, from page 3
democrats in Virginia who ask for our
help, [which involves] helping out with
social issues and campaign work," Breig
said.
The group held a rally at JMU last
April for Bowers when he ran against Bob
Goodlatte (R-6), Breig said.
On Sunday, the group will post
campaign signs for Brooks, who is
running in the 10th district, which
includes northern Rockingham and
Western Fairfax counties, Breig said.
"[These candidates] hold up what we
consider to be democratic ideals, they are
concerned with equality [and] they don't
cut money for education," Breig said.
Dan Maggi, the group's treasurer, said
since 1998 isn't a major election year, there

are minor things happening.
"Primarily we are just structuring the
group and getting ready for next year,"
Maggi said. "We elect officers in January,
so right now we are at the end of a
leadership cycle."
Even though this is not a major election
year, members of the group are still
talking about how the Clinton scandal
may effect the voter turnout.
Heather Warren, the group's secretary,
said, "I am concerned that [the scandal]
will lead toward more apathy because it
outrages some people that someone in
that high of an office would lie or not be
exactly honest."
But Brieg said the scandal will get
people to the polls to either defend or
refute Clinton's presidency by voting for

or against the particular parties.
Christine Contrada, a sophomore
member, said, "I think a lot of people are
tired of it. There are more important issues
in politics that we should be discussing,
instead of President Clinton's personal
life." .
Gregorian said when voters go to the
polls they will be tired of the bipartisan
investigation and the amount of tax dollars
that have been wasted on a sex scandal.
"[The Republican Congress] had the
opportunity to enact legislation that will
help America, like higher student loans
and more teachers, but they failed to take
action on it," Gregorian said.
Maggi refused to comment on the
scandal saying, "It is below me to even
waste my time dealing with it. I don't even
bother discussing it, I think it's pointless."

Cold War seminar recounts history
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would bring this theories into existence.
Hastedt said there are three categories
of leadership. The first category is
structural. Structural leadership states that
one achieves power because they have
more resources than anyone else.
Secondly,
Hastedt
discussed
institutional leadership, in which leaders
get organizations and institutions to
follow them.
The last form of leadership is
situational. Situational leadership is
one of creativity that tries to find

*-'

unique solutions to each different
problem, Hastedt said.
When asked which foreign policy
theory he preferred, Hastedt said, "I'm not
sure the U.S. is capable of picking one. It's
not unified enough."
He then stated that he would lean
toward the global manager and reformed
American theories.
After the question and answer session,
Hastedt was presented with a Madison
Scholars pin and a plaque. A reception
followed the presentation,
Students said they attended the lecture

not only for their classes, but because of
interest in the subject or for their major
as well.
Some said they came simply to hear
Hastedt speak.
"Dr. Hastedt is one of my favorite
professors," said senior international
affairs major Noah Klemm. "I thought his
performance exhibited his abilities to be a
Madison Scholar."
"I thought it was good," said Blair
Brown, senior international affairs major.
"He answered the questions well and
overall did a great job."

& Basket City
your full service florist

Where $$$'s and quality say it best!
k

• FVesk ^Krv c\v\ge.vv\e.v\\s

• Souquets

• Saskets

540-433-7789
800-822-0577
243 NelT Avenue
Vallc) Center
(behind Vallcj
Mall)

• Howtme^es
Located Next
Door to JMU &

wire services available for around the world
all credit cards accepted

Sear Hm Slops

WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK. ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties \
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink \ff
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION^
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Behind every good car...
is a good mechanic.
Airey's VW Service & Repair, Inc.
While you are away at school, it is still important to keep your car in
good shape. Airey's VW Service & Repair, Inc. will take care of almost
all your automotive needs. Don't wait for a major problem to bring
your car to us -- keep your car maintained regularly.

(540)433-2155

H65 Waterman Drive

•

The "BIG" Deal
Any12"MTO
for $4.49
(From 4pm-Midnight)
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St.* 574-3178

(540)433-7257

Making it easier everyday!

Attention Runners
SKRACE
Oct. 24, 1998
at 9:00 a.m.

ts Weekend

ption

at the Harrisonburg High School track
Call Rick Galway for details
433-8743(w) or 432-9942(h)

STANDARD BRAKE SERVICE

69.95

jUSt VW.W^r^
After SlO mail-in rebate

International Education
Openhouse

• Perform brake inspection
• Replace Shoes or Pads with genuine
Midas Pro and Midas Plus product
(including wmi-metallic p*ds)

• Inspect hydraulic system
- Road test your car
• Features Midas' Famous
Nationwide Guarantee
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282 University Blvd.
Behind Valley Mall
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/
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MR.'
Nelson X. Pham
Nominated by Miller Fellows
"I feel I do, and always will,
represent JMU in a positive way and
fashion. Mr. Madison is synonymous
with commitment, dedication, and
model representation."

J. Brannen Edge III
Nominated by Student Ambassadors
"When I think of all the things to
which I am truly loyal, James
Madison University is right at the
top of the list. I love this school and
truly "bleed' purple and gold."

8 Ms.

Voting for Mr. and Ms. Madison will be held today on the
commons from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The finalists were selected
from about 30 candidates who were nominated
by clubs and organizations.
Each candidate was then interviewed by a panel of students
and faculty members.
Mr. and Ms. Madison will be announced and presented at
halftimeat Saturday's Parents' Day football game.
Saturday's game begins at 1:30 p.m.
at Bridgeforth Stadium.
This page is a public service in cooperation with the
Student Government Association and The Breeze.

Christopher Neff

Nominated by JMU Best Buddies
"Mr. Madison is such a great honor,
and it would not only mean a lot to
me, but the honor is important to
every individual pulling and
supporting me, as well."

Nominated by Students for Free Tibet
"In the four years that I have been
here many people have given me
opportunities I never thought I
would have had and influenced me
in ways I never expected."

J.R. Snow

U

MADISON FINALISTS

Mathew McCollough

Nominated by Kappa Kappa Psi/
The Madison Project
"I feel that Mr. Madison would be
the number one way I could give
back to this place that has given me
so much."
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Amanda Bradley
Nominated by Miller Fellows
"I have had such incredible
opportunities to experience many
aspects of campus, to be involved
in different student organizations,
and to have the JMU experience."

Jennifer Lanigan
Nominated by Alpha Phi
"JMU means more to me than
friendly faces and beautiful
buildings. It means 'home.' It is the
place I have returned to for the last
four years with enthusiasm."

Suzanne Breazeale
Nominated by Zeta Tau Alpha
"I would like to help new students
to JMU recognize the importance
of what they're learning in class,
as well as the education that is not
always rewarded by a grade."

Amy Edwards
Nominated by University Program
Board
"I fight for the things acclaimed as
the 'right things'by all different
groups on campus. I push for fun,
optimism and community service."

Tara Riley
Nominated by Student Ambassadors
"I hope that students will see that it is
vital to find something at college to
hold on to, to belong to, to do your
best at while also recognizing that
JMU has so many amazing activities."

Start Your (Day
(Breakfast (Buffet

Almost Too Good To Believe™

golden
corral
Steaks, Bullet & Bakery

2335 E. Market St. • 433-8680
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You Can Save
Someone's Life
in memory of
UVA student Karen Jargowsky

BONE MARROW
& BLOOD DRIVE
October 30, 10:30 a.m. -5 p.m.
UVA Hospital - Conference Rooms
Behind Main Lobby
October 31, 10 a.m. -2 p.m. at the
Barracks Rd. Harris Teeter

MCAT

If the MCAT were
today, how well
would you score?
Take a free Practice Test and And out.

Wednesday, November 4
on the JMU campus.
Sponsored by AED and
the JMU Center for PreHealth Resources.
Call today to reserve your seat!

CALL 1-800
KAP-TEST
'MCAT

IS

KAPLAN
www.kaplan.com

a legislated liadoman. ol fre Association ol American MaOcaM

$75 processing fee waived for those who register for the above dates

NOW OPEN!
* MERIDIAN
College Store
* THE FESTIVAL
Food Court
* ESSENTIALS
Convenience Store
Services and hours limited
during start up transition time.
Watch for information on
official opening of services and
extended hours in November!

e
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CITIBANK®

SO YOU THINK
A TATTOO MAKES
A PERMANENT MARK?
LET'S TALK ABOUT A
BAD CRE DIT RE PORT.
Living on a student budget presents some unique challenges,
to put it nicely. And sometimes it's tempting to ignore your
credit card bill. But the results can follow you long after
graduation.That's why Citibank would like to offer you some
free help —so you can better manage your money and
establish a good credit history.
You can choose from information on How Credit Cards
Work, Budgeting. Building a Credit History and Fraud
Prevention. It's all free.

i

Get yours now—just call

A

1-800-690-8472.
'I . '
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B
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Take charge
of your
money.
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is xvith abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
—James Madison
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It's not too late for peace — or is it?
The scene is familiar: two leaders
of politically and religiously
opposed constituencies meet in
rural Maryland, with the U.S. president to mediate, in an attempt to
hammer out a compromise to end violence and destruction in their respective regions.
In 1978, the leaders were
//
President Anwar Sadat of Egypt
and Prime Minister Menachem
Begin of Israel, with President
Jimmy Carter maintaining civility. The meeting led to a successful agreement but in reality it
did not end turmoil in Israel.
Rather, it sparked intense attacks from
the Palestine Liberation Organization
Now 20 years later, the players and
exact terms of compromise are different, but the ultimate goal of lasting
peace has remained elusive.
Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and Palestinian Leader
Yasser Arafat have been negotiating
since Friday morning in Wye Mills, Md.,
accompanied by President Clinton and
Secretary of State Madeline Albright,
according to the Oct. 16 issue of The
Washington Post. The main point of contention: Israel's request for a crackdown
on Palestinian terrorism in exchange for

Palestine's gain of 13 percent of West
Bank territory.
Contributing to stalling talks and
provoking further terrorist attacks until
this weekend has been the reluctance of
Mr. Netanyahu to bring himself to the
bargaining table. Elected by a narrow
majority after the 1995 assassination of

The violence will not, and
cannot, subside on its
volition. rr
former Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin,
Netanyahu's political support was
based in Israelis who refused to trade
land for peace. Continuing the legacy of
peace started by Rabin is a significant
political risk for him.
But with his own citizens murdered
and maimed in the streets, there is no
title or position that justifies walking
away from a chance to secure a stable
and secure future for his nation. The
violence will not, and cannot, subside
on its own volition.
According to the Oct. 20 Post, 64 people were wounded Monday in Israel
when a Palestinian man tossed two

grenades into a bus terminal. This horrendous incident is only one of a long
list of civilian attacks on both sides of
the line. This particular attack was
milder than most — no one lost their
life. This fact alone is a commentary on
the levels of terror the situation has
reached.
The need to resolve tensions
has attracted the attention of many
world leaders. President Clinton's
dedication to nudging the IsraeliPalestinian peace process back on
track demonstrates U.S. commitment to resolving the tension and
hatred between the two nations.
Instead of funneling more foreign aid to
the region or sending State Department
envoys, presidential intervention validates the importance of a lasting resolution.
Compromise is a large part of what it
will take to end conflict, but first
Netanyahu and Arafat must allow
themselves open to negotiation and
change. In many ways, they have j
reached an impasse in their quest — for |
if they cannot reach an agreement in
Maryland with the rapt attention and j
support of Mr. Clinton and Ms.
Albright, how could they ever achieve J
peace by themselves?

Topic: Should America play an active role in Israeli-Palestinian peace talks?

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

NEALY BUTLER/ staff photographer
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OP/ED

Politics in 2000: Three's not a crowd

I have absolutely no idea what our federal government gets paid to do these
days. The only thing I hear is what
everyone s take on the impeachment quesDan is If this is the only thing our elected
officials are doing, then we're not getting
our money's worth.
.ue_im^f f nmeint proceedings will go
on, there will be a big
song and dance, but in
the end, censure is the
most likely result of
this mess. The chances
of Bill Clinton being
impeached are less
than the chances of a
one-legged man winning an ass-kicking
contest. So where does that leave us in
November?
You heard it here first — the
Republicans are in for a major surprise. A
strong backlash from the nearly 70 percent
of Americans who want this incident to be
over with will result in a net gain in seats
for Democrats in at least one house of
Congress. Perhaps not enough to win a
majority in either, but certainly not the outcome the GOP is expecting.
What that means is in the year 2000
elections, Democrats may have a chance to
regain their advantage in Congress they
lost four years ago. In the end, it will be a
Republican, Texas Gov. George W. Bush,
sitting in the oval office. Sorry Al Gore, but

people are more excited to hear from the
IRS than you.
The country will be faced with the same
situation we've had for the past 25 years —
one party controlling the legislative branch,
trying to oust the other party's guy from
the White House. No, the Democrats are
not above playing the same dirty games as
their Republican colleagues. After all the
flack Clinton has
caught, you can be
sure the Democrats
will be out for the
next
president's
blood (whomever
— Manny Rosa
he/she may be).
This is not a
new story, though. The Republicans have
been after Clinton for six years now and
finally have something to try to knock him
out of office with (hey, throw enough crap
on the wall and some of it will stick,
right?). But think back — the Democrats
tried their best to embarrass President
George Bush with the Clarence Thomas
fiasco.
Before that, it was the Iran-Contra scandal that the Democrats pushed (to no avail)
in effort to smear President Reagan. Not
too long before that, it was Reagan's
Republicans who went for President
Jimmy Carter's jugular with the Iran
hostage crisis. With Nixon, it was
Watergate. For Kennedy, the Bay of Pigs.

Past is
Prologue

The reason I bring these incidents up is
to demonstrate the point that these two
parties have accomplished relatively little
(compared to their potential) due to their
sophomoric bickering. It seems the only
time we can have bipartisan cooperation is
when we're at war. By the way, does the
word bipartisan smack irony to anyone
else? Shouldn't our political process be
NON-partisan?
Perhaps I'm getting too idealistic again.
But what I'm getting at is that if s time to
change our system of representation in this
country. It's time for a legitimate third
party to come onto the scene.
When most people think of political
parties other than Republican and
Democrat, they think of extremists with little or no mass support — Libertarians,
Green Party, etc. What I'm talking about is
a more centrist, conventional party more
conservative than Dems, yet more liberal
than the GOP. In theory, this is 75 percent
of politicians, but it's doubtful too many of
them would be willing to stake their political necks to this new party.
It really is possible though. Witness
Ross Perot in 1992. If a clown like that can
pair with a half-dead running mate
(remember Admiral James Stockdale?),
drop out half-way through the race like a
spoiled brat, jump back in again so close to
the election and still gamer nearly 20 percent of the vote, you can be sure that a
third political party could rum some heads
Darts & Pals are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
PAT

in Washington mighty quick.
I don't think a presidential nominee by
this yet-to-be-formed party would win the
2000 election, but it would be a step in the
right direction. It would be a good way to
get the movement going, and it could give
a lot of publicity to that party's nominees
for Congressional and Gubernatorial spots.
The benefits of such a party would be
two-fold. First of all, it would force
Republicans and Democrats to focus on
something other than each other. It would
allow coalitions to pass non-partisan legislation that would benefit the country as a
whole, not just certain constituencies.
But more importantly, it would stir
things up. The first 150 or so years, our
country's system of government was constantly evolving. There hasn't been much
change as of late, and that's dangerous. If
you're not changing, you're not improving.
Throw that "if it ain't broke, don't fix it"
axiom out the window, because our government is as stagnant as Strom
Thurmond.
I'm not saying I would necessarily
embrace this third party or its candidates,
but I would at least listen to what they had
to say. Most of America would. So while
the final result might not be realized for
quite some time, let's get the ball moving
now. It's way overdue.
Manny Rosa is a senior finance major and
the managing editor.

Dart...
A "what-happened-to-the-quiet-in-the-libraryrule?" dart to the female students who held their chat
session amidst others trying to do work.
Sent in by a serious scholar who reminds others to
use their inside voices at the library and to take the
chitchat elsewhere.

Bart...

Bart...

Bart...

A "why-is-it-so-hard-to-figure-out?" dart to the
staff at Mrs. Green's for always running out of nacho
cheese on Nacho Day.
Sent in by two students who think JMU can afford
to always have cheese for nachos.

A "don't-knock-it-if-you-haven't-tried-it" dart to
the author of Thursday's column who thinks CISAT
residents are missing out on college life
Sent in by CISAT residents who love their
residence hall and wouldn 't change a thing.

A "haven't-you-got-a-conscience?" dart to the
JMU students seen taking a pumpkin from my yard
on South Liberty street.
Sent in by a Harrisonburg resident who thinks that
since she doesn 7 steal your property, you have no
right to steal hers.

Pat...

Pat...

Pat...

A "you're-so-sweet" pat to my friends who went
out of their way to return my keys that I lost at a
rugby party.
Sent in by a student who is thankful she didn 't have
to sleep on the floor for another night.

A "you're-a-lifesaver" pat to sophomore Eric
Klintberg for finding and returning my wallet that I
lost after the Homecoming game.
Sent in by a grateful student who has a renewed
hope that good people still exist.

A "way-to-control-things" pat to the D-hall staff
who held the upper hand Saturday night when drunk
students caused a ruckus after the Homecoming
game.
Sent in by a student whose grandparents were
visiting and who nearly had heart attacks when
students started a food fight with bagels and cream
cheese.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CISAT residents aren't missing out on
college experiences; forming new ones
To the Editor.

The great concern shown by Randi Molofsky regarding
the sheltered, isolated college lives we CISAT "babies"
lead is truly appreciated.
Appreciated, but also insulting and unnecessary. We
find it humorous to know that while the latest Breeze ediHo
" J)?8 hitting me campus/ we, the pajama-clad freshmen
of CISAT, were standing outside enjoying the air of a 4
a.m. morning during a fire alarm that you claim we will
never know the joy of.
Yes, we do go to Sheetz — why shouldn't we? Can
anyone honestly say what part of the college experience
we are missing by switching convenience stores? Don't
pamper us — we came to this school to become adults, for
our soft "play-doh-like minds" to harden a bit.
As for the behind-the-hall rugby and ultimate frisbee
games we're missing give us time. Traditions have to
begin somewhere. Did you think that Eagle Hall rose out
of the dust in the very beginning of time? Nope. Back in
1970, there was a pioneer class of freshmen breaking in a
brand new Eagle Hall.
We like to think that we're lucky to be among the first
batch of students to live it up across Interstate 81. And
don't you fret that our social lives are dwindling due to
our location. It may take us a little longer to get to Greek
Row, but we know the way.
Sure, the initial thought of living across an interstate
highway may have discouraged us a bit, but I challenge
you to find a CISAT resident that would want to change a
thing.
°
The tight-knit relationships that have developed within
our building make the extra few minutes it takes to get to
class well worth it. And yes, we too have been held up by
trains once or twice, thank you very much.
I'm sorry to hear that people are losing sleep over our
supposed loss of the freshmen experience. Perhaps if you

all had air conditioning like us, you'd sleep a little easier.

The Multicultural Committee carries an attitude that
can be described as this: Be open with yourself and others.
Stephanie Rodgers Do not be afraid to reach out and connect. Go against the
freshman norms and break down the traditions. Set the norms and
biology set them high.
Educating individuals on biological and class differences takes significant time and effort on our part, but we
feel that we have an obligation to bridge the culture and
social gaps between all individuals. Taking the initiative to
prevent any misconceptions among the different cultural
groups must be undertaken by all in the human race.
Slowly but surely we will all tear down the negative misconceptions of biological and class differences, and we
shall do it together.
Racial discrimination and bigotry are two social diseases that have existed ever since the development of
mankind and take hold of our hearts causing us to turn
SGA Multicultural Committee seeks new against our friends and preventing us from having a simple conversation with our neighbors. Fortunately, we have
participants to increase awareness
the opportunity to reverse the trend of inflexibility, intolerance and injustice and make a positive impact on our lives
To the Editor
We are the members of the Multicultural Committee and the JMU community, but we must choose to take that
within tine SGA. The Multicultural Committee consists of direction.
The members of the Multicultural Committee empha10 student leaders from different ethnic backgrounds dedisize
that we are here to serve all students on the JMU camcated to increasing global and cultural awareness in the
pus, and not just students of color. To help our mission,
minds of all students attending JMU.
In a society where social and class status is given great the Multicultural Committee is sponsoring a panel discusemphasis, we challenged some of the global views and sion on Nov. 16 at Grafton-Stovall Theatre addressing
asked ourselves the following questions: Why must some these particular issues on campus. The panel will consist of
individuals close their doors from the rest of the world? student leaders from all ethnic backgrounds. Please supDo they not understand that they would breathe easier if port our mission by attending this annual event.
they would widen their horizons just a bit? Of course,
If you wish to get involved with the Multicultural
going across cultural barriers and reaching out to new Committee immediately, you are welcome to attend our
individuals takes time and effort. True, going into unchart- weekly meetings on Thursdays in the SGA office, Taylor
ed territory is risky, but ignorance and arrogance is much Hall 234, at 8:00 p.m.
more dangerous. Ignorance and arrogance breeds hatred,
fear and indifference. With this in mind, the human race Mat McCollough
SaibaKaal
must overcome its own fear of differences that it has to senior
sophomore
offer.
political science
psychology

Animals deserve humane treatment

Nine years later I can still remember, clear as a bell,
the images I saw on current events day in April
1989.
I remember sitting in frozen horror as people on-screen
clubbed furry little seals to their bitter death. I remember
how the clubs rebounded slightly from the impact and
how the baby seals just blinked their big eyes helplessly at
the camera. More than that, the sounds they made as they
were t>eaten to death echoes in my head even today. It
sounded like a whimpering child or puppy trying to bark
— a very thin and high-pitched wail. Sometimes it took
two or three hits before they crumpled into small heaps on
the ice. I saw some try to crawl or hop away, but they too
were struck in their attempts to escape and fell writhing in
the snow. I saw the parents be shot or chased away. The
camera would come close enough to the face of a seal pup
to hear it take its remaining labored breaths before closing
its eyes forever.
You can imagine the long term affect this could have on
an 11-year old. My sixth-grade teacher must have understood the true meaning of shock value because those memories are what first spurred my membership with People
For The Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA). That piece
of news coverage fueled the emotions behind the letters I
wrote to the president and Congress. I wanted to be a
voice for those who couldn't be heard and suffered alone.
I couldn't imagine what would possess a person to do
such terribly savage, evil and monstrous things. I still
can't I suppose I can take solace in the fact that there will
be a nice, warm place in the pits of hell waiting for the people who killed those seals — but the seals can't. Neither
can the thousands of other animals that are subjected to
torture and horrible injustices everyday.
Particularly heinous crimes occur in the biological supply laboratories working for cosmetic industries. I once
viewed an undercover tape where a worker held a rabbit
underwater until it nearly drowned. He would bring it

back up and then repeat the cycle several times before he
lost interest and let the rabbit drown. Cats and other animals are strapped down and have their veins pumped
with formaldehyde while they are still alive. While they
are still alive! Dogs are gassed and often do not die immediately, but linger in agony until they are gassed again. I
also read of a cat who gave birth to a litter of kittens while
in a gas chamber.

when camouflaged in the name of science.
The more upsetting angle of animal abuse is the side
that manifests itself in the news. Occasionally people will
read about a veterinarian who beats his animal patients to
subdue them. I read an article a few years ago about a
group of teenagers who beat, threw rocks and finally set
fire to a dalmatian. There are few things the courts can do
other than beat these people senseless that would satisfy
my sense of moral outrage. People who take pleasure in
causing pain are not people.
The argument of the uninformed usually runs somewhere along the lines of "animals don't have feelings."
This is an argument? Animals have the same sensitivity as
— Amy Bafumo
humans and are certainly capable of feeling pain, loneliness and fear. My dogs hide under the bed during a thunderstorm not because they like dust bunnies, but because
In an investigation of biological research laboratories, they are afraid. Those baby harp seals did not cry in
workers were discovered in blatant acts of cruelty. Rabbits response to a good time, but because they were in pain.
are placed in miniature boxes to restrict movement with
I read an essay by Peter Singer that gets the gist of anitheir heads sticking out the top. Once they are rendered mals rights. He asserts, "the question is not can they reacompletely immobile, they are blinded with hair spray. son, but can they suffer?" I suppose the whole purpose of
Chemicals are dripped into their eyes and smeared on this column is to raise awareness that animals do have the
their raw, shaved skin. Why repeatedly pour bleach down basic right to life, and that it's not okay to hurt animals. It's
a rabbifs throat only to discover that a nauseating death also not right to allow someone to hurt animals. This case
will result? Is anyone really surprised when a dog bleeds is worth the risk. Compassion, empathy and caring are the
to death after its skin has been sliced by double-edged sources of humanity. Man is an animal too as the controlrazors? Has anyone ever doubted that inhaling mass quan- ling species tends to forget. Animals have senses and,
tities of aerosol sprays will cause some internal damage? unlike most people, can survive in the world without elecThis kind of animal testing proves nothing new and does tricity, air conditioning and material things. As living
not give people any additional safety information. As this things with the same capabilities for survival, fear and sufis the case, such acts are superfluous and morally unjust.
fering animals are not here to be used and disposed of at
All of these animals who will die horrible deaths are human convenience. Hopefully as people realize the conalso intimidated, ridiculed and abused by callous workers sequences of animal testing and the cruelty of weiring fur,
desensitized after years of exposure. What person with a life for animals will improve and they will no longer suffer
mind and a heart can excuse such things as acceptable? unheard.
Strapping a living, feeling body down to a table and forcefeeding it liquid Tide until it hemorrhages is obscene even
Amy Bafumo is a junior SMAD major.
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SOCCER
WEEKEND
October 24 & 25
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MEN'S SOCCER
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Saturday, October 24
7 p.m.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
vs. Penn State
Sunday, October 25
1 p.m.
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Traveling through a Thai trail
Hill-tribes-folklore and lives captured through camera lens
IKATEVASILJEVA
| contributing writer
'Tor the Pwo Karen, Hmong,
Lisu, Thai Yai and Lanna Thai
peoples of the Mae Hong Son-Pai
Mountain Route in Northern
Thailand, may the great-hearted
spirit of your mountains, rivers
and songs reach all the world."
These are the words of dedication that open the exhibition of
photographs, artifacts and legends "Life on an ancient
Mountain Route in Northern
Thailand."
The exhibition is the first project of the Northern Thai
Highland Institute and is currently on the first floor of the JMU
Carrier Library.
The beauty of Thai hill-tribespeople folklore, the glimpses of
their daily life, skillfully captured
by the experienced photographer's camera, the insight to their
diverse culture and in-depth,
philosophical wisdom was
brought to JMU by Mike Tucker,
the Director of the Northern Thai
Highland Institute.
Tucker is a poet and writer,
thus a philosopher and a great
observer of people's life and
nature. His poetry is taught at the
Field School in Washington, D.C.,
alongside the works of Pablo
Neruda and Ernest Hemingway.
A 1982 graduate of JMU with
a B.A. in History, Tucker spent

i-laa.. •••••■»>*>«»•

three years (1992-1995) in
Thailand while researching and
writing his first novel, Co Deep:
Volume I, The Journey Quintet.
"It was the experience I'll
never forget," Tucker said. "I had
a unique chance to bare witness
to the hopes, dreams and aspirations of these people, who had
suffered a lot under extreme circumstances. Their struggle for
freedom, the unbearable sufferings they'd gone through, is
something that I came face to face
with and what changed my life."
In three years, Tucker learned
to speak Thai, Pwo Karen and

LIFE ON AN ANCIENT
MOUNTAIN ROUTE IN
NORTHERN THAILAND
AT: Carrier Library
ENDS: Oct. 30th

Hmong. He lived among Thai
farmers and hill-tribes-people,
visited their raised teak and bamboo huts, shared meals and shelter with them. He points out that
he had never experienced so
much love and respect.
In February 1998, Tucker
returned to Thailand to hike and
photograph the Mae Hong SonPai mountain route near the
Thai-Burmese border.
Tucker also founded the
Northern Thai Highland Institute
as a way to sustain the mythology, folklore and spirit legends of
the highland peoples and cul-

' •-••>*• ' '

tures of Northern Thailand.
"Whatever is on display at the
exhibition cannot be written
about in a newspaper as a feature
story. The lives, the trials and
tribulations of the Thai people is
not something we can get over
with in one issue of a publication
which is why I felt as a writer, it
was my responsibilty to bring
them [Thai people] out in the
open. Through my writings and
my lens, I want to bring about an
awareness of their lives," said
Tucker, in response to why the
institute was founded.
Tucker thinks it was a blessing to bring to JMU this exhibition from the Mae Hong Son-Pai
ancient mountain route, which
offers tales from Burmese
refugees, Thai Yai and Lanna
Thai highland farmers and hilltribes-people.
"These people regardless of
all their misery, never said die,
never given up hope for a
brighter tomorrow no matter
how difficult any particular day
was, and can offer a new perspective on living" Tucker said.
There is usually not much
information about this country
available to the public, and this
exhibit, will hopefully help to
broaden the JMU students' cultural horizons, to give them the
better understanding of what
treasures Thai people can bring
to the world and how we can
learn from their wisdom.

Itzr*-' -

PHOTOS COURTESY MIKE TUCKER

(above): Nicholas Ang-On, Burmese refugee and Buddhist priest;
(below, left): A Pwo Karen man, seen with hjs kids, chops greens
for his family and friend.

Thailand and its culture have
become the work of Tucker's life.
As he himself puts it: "I want
people to know not who Mike

:'*.v. v_

Tucker was, but who the hilltribes-people were. My books
and this exhibition in particular
are not about me but about what
is valuable for the world to see
and to learn of Thai people."
Tucker is currently completing an M.A. in English (Literature
Concentration) at JMU, while
working on his second novel,
Sanctuary and The Road to Unity in
Thailand. Tucker confessed that
his works and journeys made it
easier for him to penetrate into
his own American culture.
"We in America usually think
that happiness can be obtained
through gaining as many material blessings as possible," Tucker
said. "But technology isn't going
to save us. It will never replace
the power of the heart; it can only
be the tool, which aids us in our
quest for humanity."
The principles Tucker lives
by, are wise and at the same time
very obvious philosophies that
make him who he is. "Do everything you can to bring love and
kindness to this world," Tucker
said. Tucker's exhibition "Life on
an Ancient Mountain Route in
Northern Thailand" is a way you
can change your world irreversibly. For it will never be the
same once you look at it through
Mike Tucker's eyes.,
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Friday 8:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m. - 4 p.m.
20% off all children's clothing
20% off Mom & Dad Sweatshirts
15% off General Books

Free Parent's Weekend Commemorative Cup to first 1000 customers

ISfER
CHIPS

BBS
tppuel • snacks • beverages

Friday 7:30 a.m. - midnight
Saturday & Sunday
9:00 a.m.- 11:00 p.m.
20oz. coffee and plain bagel $0.89
12pk. Coke products $3.49
5 latex balloons $2.99

Friday 7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
20% off JMU apparel

Visit the NEW

College
renter
with two exciting retail stores & the new location
for computer hardware/software sales

MERIDIAN

THE COLLEGE STORE EAST

3c opy
S Centers

On-Campus Locations

Open regular hours
Special Color Copies
(8.5x11") $0.95
FREE: Second-Side Copy
(8.5 x 11") Up to 50 copies!
Payments made easy:
Cash

Checks

sissnzsi

ESSENTIALS
THE COLLEGE

C-STORE

Saturday, Oct. 24
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 25
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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Plays debut at JMU
Slavery
depicted in 'Let
my People Go'

I

BETHANY PANTUCK
contributing writer

As part of an effort to increase cultural
awareness, the play, "Let My People Go:
The Trials of Bondage in Words of Master
and Slave," will be performed at JMU on
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Wilson Hall
Auditorium.
According to Tyra Hunt, JMU Office of
Affirmative Action, the program is "a nice
spin-off,of having Samuel Pieh, (the greatgreat-grandson of the leader of the Amistad
rebellion), here a few weeks ago and it
follows that program very well."
The Touring Theatre Ensemble of
North Carolina will perform for free.

INFORMATION
'Let My People Go: The Trials of
Bondage in Words of Master and
Slave' will be performed tonight at 7
p.m. in the Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Arrive early for good seats.

The play was adapted from 14 actual
court petitions filed between 1796 and
1863. The petitions were collected and
compiled by Lauren Schweniger, a history
professor in North Carolina, into an hourlong show which offers a realistic look into
the lives of slaves and their owners.
The program is already filled to
maximum capacity with a registration of
1100. Except for faculty, there are no
reserved seats, so people who have
registered should arrive early.
The program was largely sponsored by
the Office of Affirmative Action, under the
leadership of James Wadley, but according
to Joyce Liptrap, Wadley's secretary, "it
took a lot of people pitching in money to
get [the ensemble] here."
A wide variety of groups on campus
contributed money to bring the play to
JMU. According to Liptrap, this
widespread cooperation is important
because it "shows a cohesiveness and
unity in presenting multicultural
programs."
Sponsors include the departments of
history, art and art history, theater and
dance, political science, sociology, social
work, English, psychology, business,
philosophy and religion and education.
Other sponsors include the Honors
Program, the Office of Admissions, the
Center for Leadership, Service, and
Transitions, the Counseling and Student
Development Center and the Center for
Multicultural Student Services.

'Death and the
Maiden' comes
to Theatre II
Ariel
Dorfman's
explosively
provocative, award-winning "Death and
the Maiden" is presented this week at
Theatre II by the JMU Stratford players.
The production, directed by senior Alex
Domeyko, is set in a country that has only
recently returned to democracy.
Gerardo Escobar, played by senior
Mike Disalvo, has just been chosen to head
the commission to investigate crimes of
the old regime when his car breaks down
and he is picked up by the humane doctor
Roberto Miranda (junior Rob Johanson).
But in the voice of this good Samaritan,
Gerardo's wife, Paulina Salas (senior
Kathryn Gerard) thinks she recognizes
another man—the one who raped and
tortured her as she lay blindfolded in a
military detention center years before.
— From Staff Reports

DO YOU HAVE

ttyle-7
THEN WRITE.
CALL VMEA OR JACKE AT

X3846

INFORMATION
"Death and the Maiden" runs from
Wednesday, Oct. 21, to Saturday, Oct.
24. The shows are at 8 p.m. There also
is a matinee show on Saturday, Oct.
24, at 3 p.m.

Halloween Headquarters
REALSEAF*
REAL QUICK.

Costume
Accessories
• Makeup
• Wigs
• Masks

Costume
Rental

Glen's Fair Price Store

187 N. Main St. • Harrisonburg

r

$1.00 OFF
Any Regular
Menu Dinner
Please prevent coupon before ordennq.
lirmi one dinner per coupon
Not ojood with any other speech.
coupons or discount offers At
pjrucifMting C*pt*n D s. Offer

r

434-8272

H T 11 N l c • i: I. O T 11 I N l i • CANDLES

Two 3-Piece
Fish Dinners
$5.99

Three batter-dipped fish filets,fries,
cole slaw and hushpuppies.
Ple«e pm*m coupon before ordering,
limit twodinntnpef coupon
Not good with ur, other speruh.
coupon* or discount offen At
jurticwncjCjpuin D\ (Xlec

1681 E. Market St • 433-6565

Earth

Toucl^S

most unit

Welcomes JMCL
Stof

Go<fi

exciting store

Bid Friends!
lAble at t

(Field Tent

ie great deals.
ThlsXatcirday from 9 to 1
Visit our downtown location at 163 S. Main Stre«t
or call CT 94 for hours and info
AMOK E AN SWEATERS • BEADS
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- Adidas

Nike Timberland

Dexter

Reebok

1 Why Shop Super Shoes?
•Famous name brands
•Over 25,000 pair in stock
•Apparel from Nike, Adidas & Nursemate
•Back Rack Clearance Center

ores

(Where there's always a sale going on!)

•"No One" Beats Our Prices

lance to get involved
ting your class rings.

(We honor our competitor's coupons & sales)

THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN,
GUARANTEED!

lore lUna Committee

3| Why shop any place else?

applications available m Taylor 203, the
Information Desk or in the SQA office;.
Return completed application to the SGA
office orJMU Box 1697 by October 23.

Going on NOW, our Anniversary sale 574-4206

10% discount w/ student ID
Rt. 11 South, Next to Pharmhouse

Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 11 -5

For more info call or email:
Brad Palmer 438-3030
Peter Swendzewski x4363 • swerdzpj@jmu.edu
Patty Sarb x8056 • sarbpa@jmu.edu

ijod>ioo>| >ioqeed jejxea puDueqw!! e>HN

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FORTHE MONEY!
Check Us Out!!
• Convenient to Campus
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units
• Easy Access to JMU (bus
service)
• Reasonable Rates
• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units
•Ample Parking

Free Water
Microwave
Washer & Dryer
Dishwasher
Individual Leases
Public transit at

entrance to help you

get to campus.

/

[ 1NIVERSITV
The Place to Be!

$1 i.

f

SESE

i a:M

!*£ 11

^^L^i
Vt

2m
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fSJUm '-'-'^9
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Don't wash away this Filth
IJACOB WASCALUS
Islaffwriter

I

Christmas is approaching, and Bruce is
eagerly awaiting his annual holiday in
Amsterdam, but when someone ruthlessly
murders a diplomat's son he finds himself
Add another to the list of fiction's most stuck in a maze of
disagreeable characters. Bruce Robertson, red tape that could
the protagonist in Irvine Welsh's latest potentially delay his
comic novel, Filth , is as vile as the worst of vacation. He is left
them. He issues acrid bodily fluids and with the decision of
gasses, solicits prostitutes and manipulates bearing down and
teenagers. He steals drugs and valuables,, solving the case or
cheats on his wife and encourages avoiding as much
confrontation. He is a backstabber, a racist, work as possible.
a terrible friend and an all around horrible What he finds
person.
instead
is
a
comfortable balance
somewhere
in
between; a perfect
place to feed his
Yet worst of all — and no doubt thickly desires and get paid
ironic — he is supposed to maintain the
Bruce is a cop
public's safety. He is a police officer.
who wants more —
Like Trainspotting, Welsh's most cocaine, money,
praised novel that found its popularity in women, alcohol, etc.
documenting Scottish drug-culture, Filth — and his job is the
also offers a raw look into the lives of perfect means of
broken and corrupt people, most obtaining
these
prominently that of the novel's lead items.
character.
Within the book's
Filth is not as good as Trainspotting, but first 20 pages, for
it is better than some of his previous example, the reader
works. The story is perverse, gross and finds Bruce investigating the house
disturbing, yet beyond that is humorous robbery of an elderly widow. As the
and even, at times, downright hilarious.
investigation commences, Bruce steals a
The streets and alleys of Edinburgh, gold paperweight from her mantle, but she
Scotland, form the lair for this monster. notices the missing item and complains.
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Red Lobster
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He manages to free himself as a suspect
and, when driving away, tosses the
paperweight into a river after learning it is
worthless.
Bruce
often
yields to adolescent
impulses. In his
workplace,
for
instance, he scrawls
obscene graffiti on
the bathroom door
and then, to push
absurdity further,
complains to his
boss and fellow
officers about the
bastard" who is
damaging public
property
and
defaming
his
commanding
officer.,
Bruce
is
childish and has,
despite his personal
feelings,
the
mentality of a young
teenage boy.
Another example of his devious
nature
is
his
gratuitous affair with the wife of one of his
partners. The affair is one-sided in favor of
Bruce, and for him it is simply a means for
physical pleasure. He will lie, connive and
manipulate to get her in bed: "Aye.

Awright. But I'll tell you one thing
Chrissie. I am not, repeat not, in the mood
for mind games. I'm not going to be
exploited by you because I've made my
feelings for you plain. I'll keep a tight rein
on these feelings until I get some spiritual
commitment back."
Bruce then comments to himself, "The
spiritual card. It had to be played. They
always fall for that one, they just cannot
help themselves."
Bruce is a pig (to him the word "pig" is
an acronym for Pride, Integrity, Guts). He
is scum. But neither of these labels offend
him. He admits that in his lifestyle there is
no time to have a conscience: "You can't
afford a conscience in this life, that has
become a luxury for the rich and a social
ball and chain for the rest of us. Even if I
wanted one, which I certainly do not, I
wouldn't have the faintest idea as how to
go about getting one."
With a conscience Bruce Robertson
couldn't exist, and Welsh wouldn't have
another book to his credit.
But without a conscience Bruce
Robertson can continue to feed his dirty
habits and Welsh can be praised for
achieving another fictional feat.
Though Filth lacks the literary elements
found in Trainspotting, it finds its merit in
humor. Yes, the humor is twisted and
dark, but it is nevertheless present. And
although this book lacks the intensity
found in Trainspotting, it finds its niche in
its filthy, filthy character.

For Seafood, Beef & Chicken

PARTY PLATTERS

SAIL IN FOR
DAILY LUNCH
FEATURES
Lunch served
ll:00a.m.-4:00p.m.

SALADS £ PASTA
Cape Coral Caesar-Salad
Mainlander's Chicken Salad
Crab Alfredo
Shrimp Milano
Lobster. Shrimp C Scallop Pasta

$5.99
S5.50
$6.75
$599
$699

1
*

FAVORITES
Sailor's Platter
Outer Banks Sampler
Boardwalk Popcorn Shrimp
Nantucket Baked Cod
Lemon-Pepper Grilled Mahi-Mahi
Baked Flounder

$799
$699
$4 99
$5 99
$6 25
$5 99

Santa Fe Chicken
$5.99
Batterfried Chicken Fingers
$5.50
Shrimp Scampi
$675
Farm-Raised Catfish
$5.99
Crunchy Fried Fish
$4 99
Today's Fresh Fish
Market Price

10 meat dinners
under$10 .
&

Hours: Sun-Thur 11-10, Fri & Sat 11-11: 2121 E. Market St. • Harrisonburg, Va.
■ ■'ill WWTTWTTWWBB

564-2719

fax: 434-2138
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For some families, eight is not

(

JMU students grow up with quite a few siblings, share the pros and cons of living wit

w

Story by: Jennifer Baker

C

en my mom goes
grocery shopping, she
ills up three carts,"
senior Claire Gabriel
says. "My family goes
W
¥
through
tr
two to three
jugs of milk a day, and making lunches is
one big assembly line."
Gabriel, the second oldest of eight children, says growing up in a family of 10 has
been an adventure, but she couldn't imagine doing it any other way. *
Just driving the family car, a 12 passenger van, would get laughs from classmates
in high school, Gabriel says. "I never
minded, though. It was fun being able to
take all my friends
to parties, but you
would have to plan
ahead a couple of
weeks just to get to
use the car on a
weekend." At one
time, there were six
drivers for the family's two cars.
Gabriel points
out the importance
of learning to share
and help with
household responsibilities in a large
family. "There's
always lots of
chores to do, and
everyone needs to
help out. I grew up helping change diapers
and do dishes."
Dividing chores, sharing cars, clothes,
phones and the attention of parents can be
difficult in families of two or three children. Imagine multiplying those duties by
four or five.
Although living in a large family can be
difficult and sometimes stressful, Gabriel
never wishes hers were smaller. "You're
never lonely in a big family," she says. "I
can't wait until everyone starts having
their own families."
Families like Gabriel's are becoming
less common. But nevertheless, you will
run into many students at JMU whose
families/could field their own baseball
team, and some that even have players left
over for the bench.
A simple "Wow," sums up most people's reactions when meeting students
with more than six brothers and sisters.
Sophomore Colleen Chapman and her
sister, freshman Melanie Chapman, are
two of 14 siblings. Both of them are used to
getting questions about what it's like
growing up in such a large family. Colleen
says many people are curious and ask her
if she has any twins or triplet siblings. The
answer is no. Her six brothers and seven
sisters range from 26 to seven years old,
with most children only a year or two
apart.
"Are you a Chapman," was a common
question the two sisters received when
growing up. "People would wave to me

and I would have no idea who they were,
and I'd know they must have thought I
was someone else," Colleen says.
Gabriel also says people she has never
met before recognize her as a Gabriel.
Family members look very similar, she
says. She jokes about the scene every
Sunday when her family would pile into
the pew at church, all lined up with brown
curly hair (except one blonde) and brown
eyes, she says. "My mom's 4-foot-ll and
she's always getting mistaken for one of
the kids."
Maintaining your sense of individuality
with many siblings close in age and often
close in appearance can be a challenge for
children growing up in a
large family.
Senior Brandon
Todd, one of
eight children,
says growing
up as
the
youngest of
four boys was
difficult
at
times. "I got
called
my
brothers' names
all the time,"
Todd says. "A
lot of people
also thought I
would be just
like them."
Despite being occasionally confused with
other siblings, most children of large families feel their parents and others went out
of their way to make sure each child fell
like an individual, not just part of the
group.
The oldest of six children, senior Kate
Cavataio feels her parents shared their
attention equally between all the children.
"My parents made a point to take us each
individually and spend time with each of
us," she says.
Although each child received individual attention, the Cavataio children did
many of the same activities growing up.
"We all swam competitively and worked
as lifeguards at the community pool," she
says.
In the Chapman family, a majority of
the children ran track. "When I was in
high school, there was a sister in each
grade and we kind of formed our own
relay team," Melanie says. A lot of the
younger ones are on the same little league
teams, coached by her dad, she adds.
Having children on the same sports
teams helps to simplify the hectic family
calendar, but with 14 children in the family,there are bound to be conflicts. Because
schedules varied, Colleen says in high
school it was rare to have everyone home
for dinner.
When the Chapman's were younger,
dinner-time was more of an ordeal. "We
usually all didn't eat at the same time,"
remembers Melanie. "We would eat in

at the age that we wanted to talk on the
phone a lot," Todd says. "We would get to
talk to someone for only about 15 minutes
usually."
' The Chapman's phone rings constantly,
driving their mom crazy, Melanie says!
"My parents refuse to get a second line.
We don't even have call waiting or an
answering machine," she says.
When it comes to getting preference of
who gets to use the phone, television or
car, many in large families say age counts.
Using the line, "I'm oldest and that's
why," settles arguments in some large
families. "Everyone was always like, I'm
^_^_^_^^^^_ older, you do this
and that," Todd
ones would set the
My parents are saints. says.
table, older ones
* *
Todd says his
would clear the table, / rfon 'f ]QI0^ }lOW tkeV V(f? three older brothers
An dishes
.1.. h,,, or
r\r help
ka n
*
do
would give him
yy
cook.
trouble sometimes.
"I would would
Surprisingly, the
always try and tag
Chapmans say, they
along with them
never had very many
Rose Fox and they would
chores to do, which
Senior. one of nine siblings never let me," he
they credit to their
parents' organizasays. "When I was
tional skills. On most days, the family has
younger, I didn't like them, and I would
four or five loads of laundry to do. Also, a
pick on my younger sisters in retaliation."
daily trip to the grocery store is the norm.
Cavataio, being the oldest of six, finds
Sharing chores, the phone, cars and
herself in a position to give advice, esperooms are things children in large families
cially to her four younger sisters. "My sislearn early. "We grew up knowing sharing
ters in high school will call and ask me
was inevitable," Colleen says. "I don't
things," she says.
think anyone minded." Melanie says sharSenior Rose Fox is the youngest of nine
ing a bedroom with three sisters wasn't
children, having seven older sisters and
hard most of the time. "We had the biggest
one brother. "The youngest is the best
bedroom, so we had lots of room."
place to be in the family, I'm pretty sure,"
Use of the phone is the one thing many
Fox says. "I benefited from their mistakes."
siblings do have trouble sharing. "We had
By the time she was in high school her parone phone line when there was five of us
ents had seen it all. Fox says she's still
shifts because there were so many of us."
Todd remembers dinners at his house
were always an event. The family often
gathered around a big circular table to talk
about the day. "We had to be home for
dinner. It was the meeting time to hear
about each others' days." he says. "Our
dinner table's crazy, loud. It's sometimes a
struggle to be heard. Everyone's competing to be the voice."
Preparing meals, doing dishes, laundry, cleaning and watching younger siblings are some chores siblings share. Both
Todd and Cavataio say as they got older,
they would graduate to different chores.
For example during ^^^^^^^^^^^
dinner, the youngest
((

still sane.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF CAVATAIO AND TODD

(top) The Cavataio family. The family has six children, (bottom) Brandon Todd with his
family at his sister's wedding. The family has eight children.
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Preview of Parents
Weekend Events

vith a crowd

Friday, Oct. 23
extremely close to her siblings, the
oldest being 37 years old.
In Gabriel's and Cavataio's
families, the girls out number the
boys. The Gabriel's have six girls
and two boys. Alex, the oldest
child, is 22. "His girlfriends all tell
him he should make the best husband because he grew up with six
sisters," Gabriel says. She also
adds her parents made sure her
brothers went to all boys schools
so they wouldn't go crazy being
around girls all the time.
Most people with large immediate families also have gigantic
extended families. Cavataio's
mom was one of 12. Todd's mom was one
of 13, but his dad was an only child. "I
think he's making up for it now, " Todd
says.
Having more than 40 first cousins is
something Gabriel enjoys. "I graduated
from high school the same year as five
other cousins," she says. She says she has
cousins at almost every university in
Virginia, including JMU.
"My family's my better friends." Todd
says. "When I'm at home I don't even feel
like I need to go out." When he was
younger he didn't always like having such
a big family, but now he realizes the benefits of a large family.
"When I went to college, I learned how
much I appreciated my family," he says.
"My sister who goes to JMU (sophomore
Rachel) and I were mortal enemies growing up, but now she's one of my better
friends."
Cavataio also says she feels her siblings
are a great support group. Her sister Sara
is a JMU junior, and one of her best
friends.
"No matter what, there's always someone around that will listen to you," she
says. "Where ever you go, whatever you
do, you always have a good time. There's
always something to do with so many of
you."
Fox says she and her siblings get along
"frighteningly well." "We're always having a lot of fun. We're always together
laughing, having a good time."
Colleen also says she feels she is fortunate to have 13 brothers and sisters,
although at times it can be hectic. "A lot of
people say it's great, but think it must be
really difficult, a lot different than other
families. It has it's differences, but it's really pretty similar," she says.
Gabriel, like most children of large families, says she is grateful to her parents for
giving her the opportunity to have so
many siblings. She e-mails her parents
daily, and says everyone in the family still
remains close.
Patience is one characteristic parents
with many children display on a regular
basis. "My parents have a lot of patience.
You have to with eight kids," Todd says.
"My parents are saints," Fox says. "I
don't know how they're still sane"

• Classic Rock All-Stars
8 p.m., Wilson Hall
For tickets call Masterpiece Season Box
Office at (540) 568-7000 All seats reserved

Saturday, Oct. 24
•The Godwin Field Festival
9 a.m. until 1 p.m.
Enjoy music, food and other festivities prior to the football game
•Academic Receptions and Tours
9:30 to 11 a.m. Various campus locations
An opportunity for parents to visit with faculty and gain insight
into their programs
College of Arts and Letters, Music Building Patio; College
of Business, Zane Showker Hall; College of Education and
Psychology, (10-11:30 a.m.) Roop Hall Foyer; College of Integrated Science and Technology, CISAT Lobby; College of Science and
Mathematics, Miller Hall (front); Multimedia Lecture, Classroom of the 21st Century, Moody Hall, Blackwell AuditoriumDepartment of Military Science, Bridgeforth Stadium (south), Supply Room Area; International Education, Taylor Hall, Room 402
•JMU Arboretum Tour and Bulb Sale, weather permitting
Sale: 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Tour: 9 a.m. (Also Sunday 9 a.m.)
•Tours of CISAT Buildings
9:30 a.m. tol2:30 p.m.
Tickets for tours available at the Godwin Field Festival
•Planetarium Show
10 a.m., 11 a.m., 1 p.m., 2 p.m., Miller Hall, Wells Planetarium
•ROTC Rappelling Demonstration, weather permitting
10 a.m. until noon, Eagle Hall
•Carrier Library Book Sale
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Carrier Library Patio
•Football: JMU vs. Maine
1:30 p.m., Bridgeforth Stadium
Adults $12, Non-JMU Students and Children $5
Football tickets will be at Bridgeforth Stadium, gate 5
•Contemporary Gospel Singers
4:30 until 5:45 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium
No tickets are necessary
•Men's Soccer: JMU vs. Philadelphia Textile
7 p.m. Reservoir Field
Adults: $3, Youth $3, Five and under free. Tickets at the gate
•The Pops Concert featuring Allen Vizzutri
8:30 to 9:45 p.m. Convocation Center
Tickets $10, Call (877) 201-7543

Sunday, Oct. 25
•University Recreation Center Events
All events will be from 12:15-1:15 p.m. at the University Recreation Center
Aerobics Classes, Climbing Wall, Fitness Blood pressure screening, Open Swim, Sand Volleyball, and more

FILE PHOTOS

•Women's Soccer: JMU vs. Perm State,
1 p.m. Reservoir Street Field
Adults: $3, Youth $3, Five and under free. Tickets at the gate
•Music Programs
r
Wilson Hall Auditorium, $2 at the door, no reservations accepted.
1 p.m. Madison Project, 2 p.m. Chamber Groups, and 3 p.m. Symphonic Band

For more information and a complete listing of events check out http://www.jmu.edu
»
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assanutten Resort

FLA VOR OF THE WEEK:

Now hiring for Ski Season
Full-time,
Part-time,
Weekends,
Anytime!

PISTACHIO
i Ft* A 11111' i

' '■ ''•>( ^MI^IM iwiiij

Right on Wolfe St.
Just past Post Office

Ski Free

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop,
Food Service, Cashiers, Instructors,
Telephone Operators,and More!

*Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek & night skiing & other discounts!

For More Information, Call 289-4954

FOR A LIMITED TIIWE PLUS PLAN PRICES
ARE FALLING FASTER THAN THE LEAVES!
C*.«„» KdUte,

UJ+*
PMI*

[*/;«« [*fU.

S192
SZK

FmntaaWkMiiMM, xkn,l«4
.« • RT paJmi. Fans «• «M i~M. CUM.
aMck CM ml 1 «■«■«»», I) •»• ««0 hKl
SuMBi>(tei»Mhan««li.
ApMnlilntMMiMinalliau
(hnli.limcllnifplrCdl.arlc.

I> All Plus Fjqpbpn Sale For As Low As $12.95 per month
FREE weekend* 'til the end of '98
hone

Dor.1 hf|flt Co ardor your EurMpaM*

"Some restrictions apply

Con mil 7ravf/
IC1EE: Council cm iMtraalioul
lUucitionil F.whanff

l-800-2Council
www.counc iI travel.com

ELLULA

Better Coverage • Better Servi
STAUNTON

WAYNESBORO

er Value
HARRISONBURG
■
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Cioffi is back on the attack
I

JEAN TERRY

{contributing writer

Ask JMU women's soccer
coach David Lombardo what
makes senior Lisa Cioffi such an
asset to his team and the answer
will be: "Cioffi has that want to
win kind of mentality. She plays
to win."
That's just what Cioffi does.
The three-year defensive starter
moved to attack in the spring of
1997 and never looked back. She
has brought home an impressive
array of accolades, including AllCAA first team in 1995, JMU's
1995 Rookie of the Year and two
Massachussets state championships in 1996 and 1997 as a
member of the Greater Boston
Bolts club team.
On top of all that, Cioffi, a
finance major, manages to keep
her grades up, earning a position
on the Dean's List.
Cioffi hails from Nashua High
School in Nashua, N.H., where
she scored 124 goals and had 45
assists over her high school
career.
Playing soccer since the age of
five, Cioffi says that her biggest
fans since coming to JMU are definitely her parents.
"It was between here and [the
University of Connecticut], but I
came here because I wanted to
get away," Cioffi said. "If s hard
for my parents, because (in high
school) they came to every game.
But they've made it to more than
half of my games in four years."
Cioffi recounts that she has
gained a great deal from her soccer experience at JMU. "I think
that the most beneficial things are
the friendships. If s like we have
, our own little sorority and we
hang out on and off the field.
There were 13 of us coming in as
freshmen and there are eight left.
I'm coming out of this with
friends for life."

FREDDIE GIMENEZ/contributing photographer

JMU senior forward Usa Cioffi fights off a George Washington University defender during the Dukes' 2-1 victory over the Colonials earlier
this season. Cioffi has 10 goals and three assists for the iO-5-1 Dukes.

Cioffi also notes the academic benefits: "We feel a lot more
responsible to go to class and
keep our grades up. I think we
learn a lot about independence
and responsibility," she said.
When asked about her most
memorable experience at JMU,
Cioffi is quick to answer, mentioning JMU's 1995 CAA
Championship win over the

College of William & Mary.
"It was my freshman year
when we won the CAAs," Cioffi
said. "It was on our home field,
so that made it even more special. We put up a great team
effort and everything just
seemed to be going right for us."
Lombardo is full of praise
when it comes to his star forward.

"She's got a chip on her shoulder that she brings onto the field,
so the other team had better be
ready to play," Lombardo said.
"She takes one-on-one competition very personally. Cioffi's got
an extra gear of speed that makes
her able to get in behind defenses
and gives her great breakaway
opportunities. She's just got a
nose for the goal."
.

However, all good things do
come to an end. After her graduation this year, Lisa will certainly
miss JMU soccer.
"I'll miss playing soccer, but
there is a time to give it up and a
time to keep going" Cioffi said.
"I've just had too many injuries
to keep going. But I'll definitely
miss the team and the atmosphere the most"

Russum is anchor for '98 Dukes

/

Junior women's golfer leads team into weekend's JMU Invitational

I

KEITH FEIGENBAUM
senior writer

The word "golf" for many of
us connotes one thing: leisure.
It's a recreational activity, a
slow-paced
pastime
or
entertainment for Florida's 65and-over demographic. Tell
that to JMU women's golf
captain Julie Russum and she
would explain that you are,
well, mistaken.
Russum, a junior, is the elder
statesman on a Duke's squad

that includes four sophomores
and three freshmen. She is also
its most consistent performer,
placing in the top five of the
past
two
tournaments,
including a personal-best
fourth-place finish at this past
weekend's ECAC Championship
at the Blue Fox Run Golf
Course in Avon, Conn.
"[Julie's] the support for the
team," head coach Jeff Forbes
said. "She's had a few
problem's in the last few
tournaments with big numbers
on single holes, but she seemed

to eliminate those [at the
ECAC's]."
She did so despite a shaky
start in the first round of the
conference finals on Friday, in
which Russum shot a
disappointing eight-over par 80
to fall six shots behind firstround leader and eventual
champion Kristy Finlayson of
the University of Hartford.
In the second round on
Saturday, Russum made a 180
degree change, regaining
control of her driver and firing
a two-over par 74 to finish the

tournament with a strong total
of 154, only six shots off
Finlayson's two-day total of 148
and good for fifth place.
"I hit my driver a little bit
better [at the ECACs]," Russum
said. "Otherwise, there wasn't
really a difference between the
two days. But there weren't as
many bad holes [in the second
round]."
"There's less knowledge of
the course on the first day,"
Forbes said. "[Julie] had a better
knowledge in the second
round. She sort of eliminated

the larger mistakes [as a

result].*

In a sense, the ECACs were a
microcosm of Russum's season,
which, despite a scoring
average of 78.7 (tied for best on
JMU with sophomore Maria
Zappone), began slowly and
came around only recently. In
the
season's
opening
tournament, the College of
Charleston
Unlimited
Potential/Cougar Women's ,
Fall Invitational at Northsee RUSSUM page 29

.
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Come See Wfaf's New in Cm Audio At Aee Music
New Car
Audio
Display
System

McDonald's

clarion

i®

BE A PART OF THE

1

. . .

MU DUKE CLUB!

The Club is designed for students interested in the
advancement of James Madison University Athletics.

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSI UP INU.I
•Club T-shirt!
• Road trips & tailgating
at football games!
• The Duke Club
newsletter to keep you
up-to-date on JMU
Athletics!
• Away game television
viewing parties!

mi

• Hospitality area at select
JMU home football, soccer,
basketball & baseball games
with drinks & food!
• Meetings with JMU
coaches!
• Membership decal for
your car!

Call x6461 or email richeyml@jmu.edu

DUKE CLUB

BostonAcoustics
MUSIC 'N
ELECTRONICS

[wtp //home rica net/acemusic

Store Hours
9-6 Mon-Fri

Where $43
can save you

$10,000.
You'd be surprised how
much you could lose.

C^w^ Mt.

An Allstate renters policy
could be your answer.
Call an Allstate agent today

to see how little it could
cost to protect your
personal property.

\yj\\SBTWlce8k/

/instate

You're in good hands.

irds by:

24 Jiour a Day Service

Hi

ride

f:T:'>]||>!
> "/I i. •.

lib tech
morrow
never sumi
* many mo.

NEXT TO SHONEY'S ON EAST MARKET ST.

433-7201

CAROL J. SWAB
Auto, Property, Life, Business

Allstate Insurance Company
593 B University Blvd.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3729
Bus (540) 801-0100
FAX (540) 433-7663
Claims (800) 377-5177
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Bears in Bridgeforth (\1U\W\Q 10 QflHeW
With injuries healing, Dukes look to overcome
quarterback controversy for Parents9 Weekend

Thank goodness for the little things.
For once, the Dukes' upcoming opponent
does not average 30 to 40 points per
game and isn't nationally ranked. In fact,
they do not even have a winning record
in the Atlantic-10.
Instead, the University of Maine Black
Bears carry an unimpressive 2-3 conference record after getting slammed by the
University of Richmond 35-10 last week.
Strangely for a 1-6 JMU team, it gets
better. Despite recent injuries, the Dukes
appear to be at their healthiest all year.
Returning from the injured list are cornerback Timm Carper and linebackers
Cliff Wimbush and Chris Watkins.
Running backs Curtis Keaton and
Delvin Joyce are fighting off nagging
injuries, but will play against Maine.
Cornerback Ben Griffin, who sprained
his ankle last week and will be out for
two weeks, will be replaced by Carper.
However, questions linger about who
will earn the starting quarterback position. With projected backup John
Defilippo still out with an injured shoulder, Greg Maddox will have to out-perform freshman Chris Paquette in practice
this week for the starting spot JMU head
coach Alex Wood said the position is up
for grabs and will be decided in practice.
The solid effort put forth by JMU's
defense has been overshadowed by an
offensive drought that has lasted most of
the year. The defense has held scoring
powerhouses like the College of William

& Mary and the University of Massachusetts
to under 30 thirty points in back-to-back
games, a feat few have matched.
"Nobody has come in here and knocked
our doors off," Wood said. "We just haven't
put points on the board to complement them
GMU defense)."
Maine is clearly a defense-oriented team.
Their biggest strength is at cornerback, where
they have 12 interceptions so far this season,
compared to JMU's five. Aaron Deshiell leads
Maine's defensive attack with five interceptions, tops in the conference and has racked
up 64 tackles.
"Maine has a very capable secondary,"
said Wood. "They've got a great defensive
attack."
Even more intimidating is that Maine has
out-sacked opponents 30 to 11. JMU's sack
count stands at only 14.
On the flip side, Maine's offense has struggled. They are currently last in the conference. The Black Bears have averaged a mere
338 yards per game of total offense. The Black
Bears are led by quarterback Mickey Fein.
Fein has thrown for 16 touchdowns and 1,529
yards in addition to seven interceptions. Ben
Christopher has received most of the carries
for Maine, and he comes into Saturday's
match-up averaging five yards per carry.
JMU isn't at the bottom of the conference
in all categories, however. Punter Chris
Wright leads the A-10 with a 44.5 yard average. Expect two struggling offensives to battle
it out at Bridgeforth Stadium on Saturday for
Parents' weekend. — Nick Langridge

Have you had your piece today?

Atlantic 10
1998 Statistics
Maine at JMU

Game:

Maine vs. JMU
Oct. 24,1998,1:30 p.m.

PARENTS WEEKEND

Passing

g Att. Comp. Int. TP

Cook.WM
7
Vallett.NU
7
Stafford, UC
5
Nagy.UD
7
Bankhead. UMass6
Boden.VU
6

Standings
Rushing
New England Division
Azumah.
UNH
A-10 Overall PF PA Shipp, UMass
247 176
Connecticut
2-1 5-1
Massachusetts
Maine
Rhode Island
New Hampshire

2-1 4-2
2-3 4-3
1-2 2-4
1-4 2-5

Mld-Atlantlc Division
A-10 Overall
William & Mary 4-1 6-1
Richmond
3-1 5-2
Northeastern
3-2 5-2
Villanova
3-2 3-3
Delaware
2-2 5-2
James Madison 0-4 1-6

212
194
139
183

PF
243
162
179
181
239
133

182
142
146
180

PA
174
94
123
209
184
186

last Week's Result?
Northeastern 35, New Hampshire.28
Hoftstra 48, Rhode Island 30
Delaware 30, Youngstown State 20
Connecticut 44, Massachusetts 41
William & Mary 24, James Madison, 12
Richmond 35, Maine 10

211
164
136
175
236
271

149
100
77
105
123
160

4
6
2
6
5
7

17
17
12
12
19
14

Eff.

166.6
160.9
159.6
154.5
132.9
127.4

6 Att, Yds, Avg, TP YP6
7 192 1203
6 145 918
6 128 669
7 129 697
5 87 432
7 112 568

Jenkins, URI
Ali, W&M
Chandler, UC
Keaton, JMU

Receiving
G
Conti.UD
7
Klemic.NU
7
Westbrook, VU 6
Moore, UMass 6
Fitzsimmons,UC6
Bond,UC
6

6.3 12
6.3 3
5.2 6
5.4 4
5.0 3
5.1 3

Rec. Yds. TD
50
972
5
43
879
12
55
716
6
38
680
9
28
581
5
30
538
6

PuL
19.4
20.4
13.0
17.9
20.8
17.9

171.9
153.0
111.5
99.6
86.4
81.1
>PQ
138.9
'
125.6
119.3
113.3
96.8
89.7

Saturday's schedule
Maine at James Madison 1:30
Richmond at Northeastern, 12:30
Villanova at Massachusetts, 1:00
New Hampshire at William & Mary. 1:00
Rhode Island at Connecticut, 1:30

M

rtman

motor sales, inc.

SALES
8:00-7:00 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-5:00 Sat.
SERVICE
7:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
8:00-12:00 Sat.

Neon Highline Sedan

PARTS
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Fri. 433-1G00
8:00-12:00 Sat.
d nudge

Large Cheese

Jeep Eagle

$4.99

CttrjrsIcrOPtjiTKxrtti

Jeep Wrangler

toppings extra

T7115. Ivtain, Unmonhuig

W/ JAT card

Free Delivery
Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - Midnight
Fri.-Sat. lla.m-2a.m.
Sun. Noon -11 p.m.

432-0200
Anthony's Pizza IX

m HER.BAI
I O1

(t Avenue,
A .,»«..»
C.
I 82 hi.
Neff
Suite W-1

SDOM
(540) 80 1-0078

Your natural health solution center.
High quality herbs & vitamins
Nutritional consultations
Aromatherapy
Massage therapy
Tai Chi instruction
Music
Handmade candles, soaps, bathsalts
Essential oils
Reference literature & reading center

I 0% discount
with JAC

NOW OPEN in Town Center (behind vaiuy Mali)
Lindy Higgs LPN-M/Certified Natural Health Professional
email: herbalwisdom88@hotmail.com

Hours:
MTWF - 10-5:30
Th - 1-7

S - 10-2
or by appointment
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Russum shooting for success
RUSSUM, from page 29

tune is little surprise for the dedicated Russum, who is serious
enough about the sport of golf to
plan a links-related career following graduation. Obviously, 18
holes is hardly a walk in the park
for her. Rather, it is a crucial part
of her life,
"I started playing golf when I
was
pretty
——————^———___ young," Russum
<t
said. "I plan a
career in golf.
I'm not sure
exactly what I
.i
|
. want to do —

chances for individual qualification are greater and possibly Russum's only opportunity to join the field at golf's
"big dance."
"Ill have to drop my average by a few strokes [to qualify for the NCAA's]," Russum said.
Forbes was even more guarded about Russum's
chances for qualification, citing her early-season struggles
as a considerable impediment. Yet he sees the 1999-2000
season, Russum's senior campaign, as possibly being "her
year."
While in the future Russum would like to promote
golf, she may prove to be her own most valuable selling
point

Myrtle Beach, S.C., Russum finished 41st on a 17-over par performance — the third-best finish
on the Dukes' squad.
Following the rocky start at
North Myrtle Beach, Russum
improved steadily, finishing 22nd
on Sept. 21-22 at the Draper and

I plan a career in golf.
I'm not sure

Russum's Results
College of Charleston Unlimited
Potential/Cougar Women's Fall Invitational
84-79-163 (tied for 41st)

exactly what I possibly goif

want to do-

"wT* 1

e

• ii
./. Kussum
Russum'ss career
pOSSWly gOlf post-graduation
»
if already seems

Highlander Invitational
75-81-156 (tied for 22nd)

marketing.

Julie Russum
JMU golfer
Valley Golf Course in Dublin, Va.
Catamount Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament in Waynesville,
N.C., one week before her best
collegiate effort, a fourth-place
finish at the UNC-Wilmington
Seahawk
Invitational
in
Hampstead, N.C. (Oct. 12-13).
This recent upswing in for-

bright, she is currently focusing
on more pressing issues, such
as qualifying for
the NCAA tournament, which is
played in the spring season.
As a team, JMU is cautious
about predictions for the tournament because they play in a conference alongside the likes of
Duke University and Wake
Forest University — perennial
golf powerhouses. But the

Catamount Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
80-38-118 (tied for 15th)
UNCW Seahawk Invitational
78-77-155 (tied for 4th)
ECAC Championship
80-74-154 (tied for 5th)
Fall Season Totals
Rounds: 9
Total strokes: 721
Average/round: 80.1
Best 18 holes: 76

COURTESY OF JMU SPORTS MEDIA

Julie Russum has led the Dukes In 1998.

For a semester, foi a year, for a lifetime:
THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE AUP.
The education is American.
The mix is intcrinitioiwl.
The setting is Paris.
The advantage is yours.
THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF PARIS

Except for our place.

Paris: 31, avenue Bosquet, 7S343 Paris cedex 07, France • (33/1) 40.62.07.20
New York: 60 East 42nd Street. Ste. 1463, New York. NY 10017 • (212) 983-1414
www.aup.edu • admissions<«aup.edu • nyoffice^aup.edu
/

Steaks • Ribs • Salads • Pasta
Sandwiches • Seafood
FI\N1I Baked Broad
Best BBQ Ribs in the Valley
Casual Dining in a Relaxed
Atmosphere with Reasonable Prices

Hours:
Monday ■ Thursday 8:30 a.m. ■ Midnight
friday 8:30 a.m. -1:00 a.m.
Saturday 11:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m.
Sunday 11:00 a.m. ■ Midnight
432-1179 • 47 Court Square • Downtown Harrisonburg

Mon-Sat 4-10 p.m. • Sun 11:30 10:00 p.m.
Sen iiu Bruni h from 11:30 I V
k

1 Mill Sued • Staunton. VA

886-0656

f
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Mandala Sand
Painting
November 10-13
Warren Hall: The Loft
24 Hours a Day
Free
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Predictor
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C K S
THE

EEK
Last week
Season total
Winning percentage.

Jason Mclntyre
copy editor
7-2
42-32-1

.560

N.C. State vs. Virginia
Missouri vs. Nebraska
Colorado vs. Kansas
Michigan State vs. Minnesota
Maine vs. James Madison

Virginia
Nebraska
Colorado
Michigan State
Maine

Monday Night: Pittsburgh vs. Kansas City
re week vs. Washington
New England vs. Miami
Minnesota vs. Detroit
•

Kansas City
Bye week
New England
Minnesota

Tampa Bay vs. New Orleans
Buffalo vs. Carolina
Atlanta vs. N.Y. Jets

Tampa Bay
Buffalo
NY. Jets

Mike G. is beside himself. The die-hard Yankees fan is giddy, especially
because the new Rebecca Lobo calendar, "Lobo of the Hardwood" just came
out. Mike has picked up four — one for each wall. Hey, he needs more Lobo
accessories to go with his ever present New York Liberty jersey. After numerous
and ardourous tests, Jason Mac will be allowed to hola onto his number one
ranking for another week No traces of andro were found, but I'm still not a
believer. Besides, late-night guest Beano Cook was found leaving Mac's apartment with former Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson. The investigation continues.

Honor Council • Disability Services • Student Success Office • Reading & Writing Labs • Media Relations
J£

Students, Faculty, Staff and Visitors:
BO

Mike Gesario
asst. sports editor
5-4
40-34-1
533

Courtney Crowley
editor
7-2
39-35-1
.520

Seth Burton
sports editor
5-4
31-43-1
.413

Uncle Ron
JMU Chancellor
5-4
36-38-1
.480

Virginia

Virginia

Nebraska
Colorado
Michigan State

Nebraska
Colorado
Michigan State
JMU

N.C. State
Nebraska
Colorado
Minnesota
JMU

Virginia
Nebraska
Colorado
Michigan State

JMU

Kansas Citv

Bye week
Miami
Minnesota
New Orleans
Buffalo
. NX Jets

Bye week
New England
Minnesota
New Orleans
Buffalo
Atlanta

-a

WILSON
LEARNING

2^V ^ Tuesday, Oct. 27
^^ ^ " Wilson Hall
3:00 - 5:00 pm

Kansas City
Washington
Miami
Detroit

Pittsburgh
Bye week
Miami
Minnesota

New Orleans
Buffalo
N.Y. Jets

Tampa Bay
Buffalo
• NY. Jets

(540) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

I
1

Specializing in Non-vegetarian/
Vegetarian Indian Cuisine

"The Duke's"_
£f
JO

CENTER
CQ

JMU

INDIAN-AMERICAN
CAFE

CQ

It's about options*
It's about service.
It's about learning.
It's about convenience.
It's about good advice.
It's about time!

i ■

The investigation into Seth's head continues as well. Is there anything in there?
Not only can he not pick any games correctly, last week he put games on the
schedule that weren't even played. Courtney has been pretty hot. This "Seer of
the Pigskins" was the only member of the panel who prophesied Detroit's victory over Green Bay. This is the second time the Lions have come through for the
Seer. A huge special thanks to Dr. Rose for last week's appearance on the panel.
Not a first place finish, but 5-4 isn't half-bad. This week we welcome Uncle Ron
to POTW. With a little more free time, can Dr. Carrier take the top spot?

Please join in in celebrating our new facility
serving JMU
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

I'W"

1

Supplemental Instruction • Academic Advising & Career Development•leadership, Service and Transitions

•smoked turkey
•honey ham
• roast beef
•swiss cheese
• onions
• lettuce
•tomato
• oil & vinegar
• banana peppers
• sub

"Muggsy"

^2&»

•lettuce
•carrots
•cucumbers
• mushrooms
•sprouts
•tomato
• melted swiss
• croissant

rery 8t

433-BUNS

"Best sandwiches in town!" „. .Only at the Valley Mall

The Breeze

Oil change in 10 minutes or less!

5% Off Drive-thru,
no hassle, oil change (w/ JAC card).
PLUS
Free Car Wash in October!

We feature a touchless automatic car wash
and 4 self-service bays ALL with warm water,
SPOT FREE rinse and heated floors.
Behind Valley Mall next to
MIDAS on Deyerle Avenue, just
off University Boulevard.

(540) 564-2625

Bruce Webb

FALL
Program Vehicles
'96 Ford Taurus $10,995 (only one left-stock mm
97 Ford Taurus $12,995 (six available)
'98 Mercury Sable $14,995 (four in stock)
'98 Ford Contour $11,995 (only two left)

• Come to a) dealer vmei
is EASY!

Brand New '98 Ford Explorers

$300 over dealer Invoice
.9% APR financing for 48 months
(offer ends 10/31/98)
Buy from me and get a free loaner car for
scheduled service appointments!!!

• The most "laid back" dealership in
the Valley!
i

1

Free Oil Change w/ purchase
Jim Snead Ford, Lincoln, Mercury of new or used vehicle from
2401 W. Main St.
Waynesboro, VA 22980
no expiration
1-800-833-4434
must present ad
1-540-932-3200

Bruce Webb

Ask For: Bruce Webb

■
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COMMONS fywummw
4 weu/cM<
You £A/O«J 7&/rr
7&e#e /S/V'To

Buy The Real Thing And Park It At
The Commons Apartments. There's Always
Plenty Of Parking Spaces There!

Each furnished Luxury
Apartment comes with:
OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
and by appointment
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website @
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room

•Oversized Closets

•Full size Washer & Dryer

•Built-in microwave oven

•Telephone & Cable

•Garbage disposal

hookups in each bedroom

•Full size Dishwasher

& living room

•Bus Service

•High speed internet access

Stop (r\) Tfe Commons andSouth View (RentaC Offices,
or cad 432-0600, and make a move to Cuxurul
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„ YOU CAN
HAW A SAY
www.pheasantrun.net
e-mail PHEASANT@PHEASANTRUN.NET

Invest In Pheasant Run Townhomes
and Your Students Future
BRAND NEW FOR FALL 1999..

W
Stop fcenA,
\#&

>dS&

10 .5

Directions from JMU take 5. Ma/'n St. to Rocco Ave. Turn left onto
Rocco. At the ParkApts. sign bear to the right and proceed through
the gravel lot to the site. The sales office is straight ahead.

•
•
•
•

4 bedrooms and 2.5 baths
Eat-in kitchen w/ microwave
Living room & den
High-speed internet access, cable
& phone in all bedrooms
• Patio or deck w/ storage shed
• Adjacent to Purcell Park and
jogging trails, basketball, tennis,
volleyball and picnic area
• Only 1 mile from JMU

i^
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LIFESTYLE
——

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Oct 22). Once you
figure out your plan, the next step will be
obvious. Changes are required, and maybe
even a transformation. That's OK. You can do
it, once you know where you're going. Friends
and loved ones help you make a tough
decision, and your life gets easier once that's
over. Even the work looks like fun, for a
change. An old friend helps you get the money
you need.
To get the advantage, check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today is
an 8 — You're learning about money in the
coming phase: how to spend it, how to make
it, what kind of work is most effective. Figure
out what great good you could do with it and
you'll make it easier for the money to flow
into your pocket. Consider yourself the
caretaker and protector of it.

@ ©• s

..«w ® (
3—This would be a good day to get a job you
love, if you don't have one already.
Concentrate on taking care of others. That's the
key to your success. You're in a good learning
phase, so even if this is awkward initially, it'll
get easier. Make the other person feel like
royalty and you will be the one who's
rewarded.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today is a
7— You and your loved ones should be getting
some issues resolved. The more you do it, the
easier it becomes. Make sure you have privacy,
then speak your mind. That seems so simple,
doesn't it? On days like this, it is. Finding the
right time and place will be more difficult, but
will get easier as the day progresses.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a 5 —
If this week's horoscopes all sound pretty much
alike, that's because the conditions are similar
for the whole middle part of the week. You'll
see a light at the end of the tunnel by tomorrow.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today is a You may think the project you're getting into is
4— You're putting up a good fight, but need overwhelming, but don't worry. You'll learn
to reassess the situation. Is this really how to do it, and you' U do a good job.
necessary? If you'll get stronger or closer to
your goals by joining forces with another, do Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22) — Today is a 6
so now. If you think you'll simply be a pawn — You're right on the edge of a new
in someone else's game, there's still time to adventure. You can count on a few surprises,
escape.
but basically you can make a plan that will
work. What would you do if you could do
Gemini (May 21-June 21)—Today is a anything at all? What do you want to be when

you grow up? Even if you're 65, there's still hard lately, so see if you can lighten up a little.
There's going to be a big assignment
time if you hurry.
tomorrow, but you might be able to arrange a
Libra (Sept 23-Oct 23) —Today is a 3 linle playtime now.
— It's hard for you to pick one of your many
skills and practice it long enough to get really Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)—Today is a
good at it But now the opportunity is at hand to 2 — You and your mate are looking much
learn not only how to make the best of your better. You might even be coming up with
talent, but also how to make a little money. some ideas that will work. Decisions you make
during this phase will be solid and well thought
Start pushing yourself in that direction.
out. Indeed, it will be impossible to reach an
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) — Today is a agreement before everyone's side has been
9— There are people you'd like to get back at heard. Today, continue listening.
for things they did to you. How about just
forgiving them? This is a great day for it Start Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) —Today is a
with some little slight, and let it go. Then work 6 — You've been thinking about what you'd
up to the bigger ones. The more you can get rid bring about if you could have anything you
of, the lighter you'll be, and the more power want. Once you work out the fantasy, figure
out how you're going to pay for it A career
you'll access.
advancement is possible, starting tomorrow.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —Today is Entertain the notion. It could be the very
a 5 — You hate being pinned down, and that's change you need to get where you want to go.
exactly what's being asked of you. Now that
you recognize the monster, you can face it and
ask it for a gift. Actually, the gift will be more
freedom, but that's not going to happen for
about another month. Meanwhile, stop fighting
-Tribune Media Services
this lesson. It's good for you.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan. 19) — Today is
a 4 — You feel like partying. You're running
into people you haven't seen in years and want
to spend more time with them. You've worked

Saturday
10am -6pm

TAKEOUT
EXPRESS
We Bring the Best Restaurants
in Town to Your Door!

432-MENU (6368)
We Provide Delivery For:
Arby's
Blue Foxx Cafe
Boston Beanery
China Inn
Punk 'n Bru's Subs

Lasagna House
Little Caesars
Mr. J's Bagels
Mrs. Fields Cookies
China Jade
Subway

M

Sunday
Noon* 5pm

BARR-EE STATION
L Al Al.Ol.l i Ol

I I .

Saturday and Sunday
October 24th and 25th

Sidewalk
Sale
2 Day Sale!
In the Kroger Shopping Center
a few doors down from Plan 9
next to Office Max.
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Come learn what hundreds of]MU Students have come to know by making a
one day first jump with the Skydiving professionals at Skydive Orange!
All training is by USPA rated ^tatt who have trained
thousands of first time Skydivers and are dedicated to
keeping you and your fellow JMU Students skydiving! It's
.ill on www.skydiveorange.com, or call 540-942-3871
and ask about JMTJ discounts! .All, Tandem, Static Line,
Wheeeee! You may find out why many of us have made
Skydix ing a way of life!

Parent-Friendly
call for reservations this weekend

*S

801-0221

221 University Blvd

College Park
has started their
waiting list...
We Have an
Opening
for YOU!!
OTTERBEIN UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
176 W. Market St
(corner ot
W Market & High Sts)

Harrisonburg VA
434-7747

<T

Sunday School 10 a.m.
(Young Adult dees available)
Worship Services

8:45 & 11 a.m.
Saturday Night Alto/
6:30 p.m.
(informal worship eefvlpe)
Wednesdays
Handbell Choir Practice 6 p.m.
Adult Choir Practice 7 p.m.

A

(.Mil

COM I'.A N\

Come worship with us!

College Park-Ashby Crossing, L.L.C.
DIAI-A-PHAVIR

454-7745

1191 Devon Lane

540-432-1001

I
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An open invitation for open minds.

Thursday, October 22,1998

What will be your statement?
To swing a hammer on top of the Berlin Wall
and help entrepreneurs break through...
to see a pony on a shirt and help it influence culture...
to move a computer company from dorm room to boardroom.
Make a mark with your mind.

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Cordially Invites You To
The Equities Division
Information Session
Thursday, October 22,1998
7:30 pm
Sonner Hall

SM

MINDS. WIDE OPEN.
www.gs.com
federal state or local la,-

Casual Attire
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The ONLY pi

Iphone 434-7234
across' from Mr J

!7l Taste of the Orient
Lunch Buffet Everyday
Monday - Friday $4.95, Sat. & Sun. $5.95
Dinner Buffet Everyday .
Sun. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. & Sat. $8.95
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11:30- 11:00 p.m.
1790, #120 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Next to Kroger)

China Jade

Exit 247A

(540) 564-1810

(540) 564-1922

\

For Delivery, call 432-6368

m

Kroger

RT33

•

E. Market St.
1-81—►
University Blvd. —>

■■^^^^
The Breeze
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SOAP OPERA UPDATES
All My Children

struggles dealing with Jack because only she a purely platonic relationship. Laura says she
and Holden know David is dead. Roseanna will not go to Wyndemere again, but next thing
Mlie threatens David with a tape she has of his from Rio hits town.
you know Nikolas invites her over and she
confession of attempted murder on Adam
goes.
Nikolas tells Laura he is glad he has his
Chandler. Braden's got a 30-day trial as The Bold and the Beautiful
mother now.
Palmers personal assistant. Opal ties to Adrian
grow stronger as she continues to "Palmer" Taylor charges out of the office. Brooke later Guiding Light
bash. The Dillon's deal with Harold the dogs tells Pierce to go after Taylor. Macy tells
worsening condition.
Thome she can't see him for awhile. She needs Hart attempts to duke it out with Sean, but Sean
time alone to deal with Grant's death. CJ won't go there. Sean tells Hart he's in the mood
Another World
wishes Rick knew about Amber's night of he's in because he married Dinah, but still
passion with Raymond.
loves Cassie who happens to be carrying his
Amanda tells Cameron she intends to find out
child. Ten and Josh will rescue her if things
what's in the letter. Rachel gets the painting she Days of Our Lives
become heated. The Millenium, Drew's new
sold back as a gift with a costume and an
nightclub opens with a huge splash. The
invitation to join a mystery man at the ball. Lucas finds Taylor is the new assistant Physical authorities are on the prowl for Annie. She gets
Jake wants Chris to attend the ball as Love therapist and he isn't sure he wants a rookie in touch with Alan looking for help.
Lady. Cindy sits on evidence that could put working with him. Bo wants Greta to meet with
Grant away. Donna is upset with Marley, who Stefano and she wants to go back to the bayou. One Life to Live
wants to go to the ball with Jake and Vicky. Bo tells Hope he wants to be with her. Vivian
He's searching for someone to watch Donna.
balks at Mariena's suggestion that she should Nora tells Bo she is not pregnant and his
be hospitalized for her mood swings. Maggie condition deteriorates. Bo perks up again and
As the World Turns
encourages Lucas to quit drinking.
apparently did not hear Nora tell him about the
pregnancy being a false one. Skyes begs
Brad plants one on Camille and eventually, General Hospital
Barbara to confess before it's too late. Joey is
they roll through the sheets. Camille declines to
unsuspecting of her problems.
tell Ben she spent the night with Brad. Tom Stefan and Laura share a pretty hot kiss, but she
tells Emily to get lost as she attempts to pulls away. Stefan wants Laura in his future. Port Charles
comfort him. Margo enters and blames Emily Laura says she loves Luke. Stefan reminds
for the affair. Emily says nothing. Julia Laura she used to love him. He finally agrees to Courtney is staying in Port Chuck to fight John

ASSIST

Take $25 OFF our already LOW PRICE which includes:
free mounting, computer balancing, valve stems and
free rotation every .r>,(MM» miles.

434-5935

Maria apologizes to Ben for ruining the
wedding. Michael believes something's up
with Vanessa. She says she is only tired. Olivia
thinks if CaiUin sees the rubies she will go to
Cole about them Cole knows AJ has the rubies
and he has to be sure they came from the
Madonna. Meg thinks Ben must go see Maria.

The Young & the Restless
Michael discovers Phyllis had him, but Phyllis
blames Diane. Michael tells Diane to move
back in with Victor. She tells him he will not
harm her, as he was not behind his kidnapping.
Grace tells Tony she's coming home early
wants to see him. Noah gets sick and Sharon
tells Nick she can't come. Grace cancels her.

-Tribune Media Services

IpatanittWi
VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: //falcon jmu.edu/~hartzlkm/DEW.htm

* GT Grand Turbo • American Prospector Truck Tires
•Uniroyal Laredo Truck Tires • Pirelli P360 AP & Truck Tires

E Market «t Furnace

Sunset Beach

IT'S COMING!!!

Our Alignment Tech
has 28 years
experience right here
at Blue Ridge Tire.

State
Inspection
Station

Kanelos. Frank then encourages her to get out
of town. Courtney then discovers Neil is
missing and is sure John is behind this. The
PCPD is called to investigate. Suddenly, John
shows with Neil.

ffliiftmi

Co-sponsored by Health Program Planning Class
and Counseling and Student Development Center

JOIN US OCTOBER 26 - 30

• Alignment
• Brakes
•Shocks
• Batteries
• Tune-up
•Mufflers

Prospector A/T
All Terrain Light Truck Tire
•Interlocking all terrain tread design
•Excellent ail weather traction on and
off highway
•Resists hydroplaning, increased traction,
• Clean, sporty appearance
•Raised white letter styling
•Quiet ride

&

:;

90 DAYS
SAME AS CASH
Heishman s

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.
E. Market at Furnace Road. Harn&onburg

BFGoodrich

/*

v

Free movie, alternative therapies fair,
info booths, Q101 Live, Happy Hour,
speakers, FREE STUFF!!!
This advertisement is paid for by the Panhellenic Council.

434-5935
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'Apartments so
comfortabCe...
yourparents wiff
want to stay
another week).

♦

SORRY!!!

THIS WEEKEND $AVE
EVEN MORE AT OPEN BOOK
STUDENTS - BRING YOUR JMU/EMU ID
(& PARENTS IF THEY'RE IN TOWN)
TO SAVE 10% ON PURCHASES
(CASH, CHECK, OR CREDIT CARD)

OPEN BOOK USED BOOKS
1429 S. MAIN STREET
(CORNER OF MAIN & SOUTH AVENUE)

Looking for Parents
Weekend Activities?
Show your parents our handcrafted
CD Storage Chest made here in Harrisonburg!

PENDRY &
CONSTABLE

Property lAanagement

m

434-1173

NOW AVAILABLE AT PLAN 9!

See CRACKER Live
at JMU on
OCTOBER 30
Tickets available at Plan 9

Enter to win
a Good Life package
that includes: A free
dinner at Luigi's,
a massage, and
tickets to see Cracker
at JMU on Oct. 30.

"GENTLEMAN'S BLUES"
^^-^
$

1

P

99

Get a free signed CD booklet
and a drink coaster when
you buy Cracker's new CD
"Gentleman's Blues."

Oiler qood while supplies last.

ORE YOU BUY! • CASH FOR YOUR MUSIC!
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.com

The Suter family has been handcrafting furnishings
in the Shenandoah Valley for six generations This CD Storage Chest
holds 300 CDs in style! Available in solid cherry, mahogany, or walnut.
Bring your parents to our showroom located just 5 minutes from JMU.
Open 9:00 - 5:00 Monday - Friday and Saturday 9:00 - 3:00.
Harrisonburg Showroom
2610 South Main St.
434-2131

^^^^

www.suters.com
suters@suters.com
1-800-252-2131

HANDCRAFTFI1
HANDCRAFTED

., <iurc
SINCE

FURNITURE "'1839

mmmm

Richmond Showroom
4200 West Broad St.
(804) 358-8497
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August ease.
Singles •■
individual leas
10-12 Month Le
$180$200

riftv «**•

A

4BR, 4

Spring Bra.
$99' 7 njghts
drink parties,
bars:
VI
(80C;23<1-/<|
wdlesss

^3 Ha mas Party
summer. Can (800)393 4521
ext 2 lor more info/interview

Breeze classifieds. - - Credit,
:
) for the first 10 words
RE
i additional 10 words
4*
Allison 432 980
or

SlO^er mimm for boxed ads
mn, 432-2382.

Earn $750-$i,500/wfc - Rates all
the money your student
needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on your campus. No
Jnv3slmen^& very l;

Funkhouser & Associates
Pronertv Ma-da-^
—
———-—

DHCHR:

Panama Cfty i

Call anytime. 471-8671.

,vaii«bie -

larch

NEU> WANTFD

434-8150

Cruise

indl* dual* looking for

supplemental income without
extensive time Input.

D

$279

sADLINfif »• Martlet •

#1 Spring Bre
SunSpiash Toi

Include* Tftx«f

esday for Thursday issue,
drinks! Sun5j

Low«»t prt

»»«B»c ay for ¥ESfriss'e"™
National.DJ Cormoctlon - Our DJa
ROCK Mel/use, Formal*, Partiea!

4330360,

AttarrtJcn Stir

7 Mights Near Beat Bars!
4-

■

Doctor •
££&S£VE. M

Jam;

r» »*•-»

.sunsp

orrr.

^flgrtT^-Tlir

■•'if in'r. t.via,-

■■I

r

Print Advertising

The Best Pizza in Town ...

ONEST!
Mtu

Because it works

433-0606
Located in Clover-leaf Shopping Center

One 14" Large
Pan Perfect Cheese Sticks

One 14" Large
1-Topping Pizza

$5.99

plus lax

Delivered I

$5.99

ACME

|
|

plu> IJX

1KT

I

Delivered

FREE

Melts in your mouth!
/
One 14" Large
Gourmet Pizza

Two 14" Large
1-Topping Pizzas

$11.99

$9.99

plus lax
Delivered

I
I

990

I

Movie Rental

plus tax

Delivered I
I

Rl. 33 East (next to Wendy's/across from Pargo's)

433-9M _

Hours:
Sun. -Thurs.
I I am - I am
F
ri. & Sat.
II am - 2 am

Day Buffet

Night Buffet

Monday - Thursday
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Monday - Thursday
4 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

$2.99

$3.99

w/ purchase of beverage
Must show JAC card

CHEAP NIGHTS AT ACME

Drinks 25( with any order
Coke, Diet Coke,

Use this coupon for

one FREE 990 rental

Surge, Hi -C Pink
I cm,in.lad v, or Mr.
Pibb

expires 11/15/98

1 per student

I
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Commonwealth One
Federal Credit Union
your Financial Edge
at JMU

Vr

S*fGOH
OUfE
Tny oun
^^

Free Checking!
w\

•
•
•
•
•

No minimum balance
No monthly service charges
24-hour ATM access
Overdraft protection option
Free Visa® Check Card

vegetanian dishes!

JMU Student Visa!

Soups • SulffOl
AppetizeqM
House Specialties from
The Char-Grill
Seafood Dishes
Beef Urines
Chicken Dishes
Pork Dishes
Spicy and Mild

13.9% fixed APR; no fee
^ \ • 25-day grace period on al
purchases
\. Special JMU design!

Much, Much More!
■

• Loans-education, cars A more
• 3 free ATMs on campus
• Campus branch- Gibbons Hall

Antique Mall - Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 E. Market Street

434-5750
tny OUR Family Specials!

CommonWfealth One
Federal Credit Union

LS!

Stop by our branch in Gibbons Hall today or call
800/424-3334! Check out our web site at www.cofcu.org

University Outpost

JMU

University Outpost

JMU

University Outpost

JMU

f

Parents, It s Time To Save
at the University Outpost BOOKSTORE

Parents Weekend Sidewalk Sale
JMU and Greek Mercnandise
Textbooks . . . New and Used
Citgo

University Outpost
"Off Campus Bookstore"
University Outpost

Parents Weekend Hours:
Saturday
9 a.m. -7 p.m.
Sunday
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
University Outpost

JMU

r

Univers ty
Outpost
South Main St.

50
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COMICS
Somewhere Out Ther^Seth Thompson
ALCOHOLA«I«5WEEIC...IP"

W, ^D/^TwoA^^

15oco \)KW K! LIKE , C^V^OKNCM;
ljV»s3s Auo«flLAWA({£M£a,vVEe4

Shorty/Casey Goodman

B

fell W£ye BEENCeuEcwm^cTTrHS WEEK IS, MOT Aftou

,WGVG DRUNK SINCE

SwW'Jl//^ ^

^Muo ro°5

f Riu*T'u<Mw(Wefi«6oT Au_
WTHARDLlCJuo^T^D

foP-UP 5H0RT/

WEICOME PARENTS!

VALLEY
LflNES

ElNJOy yOUR dlNIING. EXPERIENCE THIS WEEkEI\d

Avoid THIS. ..

...ANd spENd IESS OF THIS.

AT

DELICATESSEN

2035-51 E. Market St. • 433.4090

The Madison Project
The Overtones
Exit 245
and...
\ Special Guest

SUNDAY/ OCTOMft 2
IKM.
RESERVE YOUR SEAT
Lounge chairs $10
All other seats $5
,..CMli32-OTM)W!

Saturday Oct 31 at
WILSON HALL!

$3 Bucks
Tix on sale at

proceeds
benefit
Students
for
Camp Heartland
for more info call X6332

the Wancn Box Office
(doors open at 7
concert begins at Si
_fc^^tf_a_
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D«A«Y*T*0'N
Fresh Baked Goods, Breads, Sweet Rolls, Pies and
Cakes, Bulk Foods, Candy,
Spices, Specialty Coffees,
|Gourmet drinks, Country Kitchen
Restaurant, Fine Gifts of Silver
and Designer Jewelry,
Fresh Poultry, Seafood and Beef, Lace, Baskets, Rugs,
Produce, Hand-Dipped Ice Cream
Handcrafted Oak & Pine Furniture
18th Century Reproduction Tin Lighting,
Gifts & Collectibles, Quilts,
Plants, Homemade Fudge,
Kitchenware Shop, Books
by Local Authors, Cards, NonViolent & Scientific Toys, Local Artwork,
Framing & Matting, Largest
Model Train Exhibit in the Area,
Silk Flower Arrangements, Wreaths,
Lamp Shades & Accessories,
Soft Pretzels, Amish Collectibles,
Over 20
Quality
Farm Toys, Stanley products,
Shops^
Plenty of
Jams, Jellies, Boyd's Bears &
Freeotner
S££Z VA
collectibles, Vitamins.
Parking
The similarities are kind of uncanny; length, pride, respect. But as they say, when you're a leader, certain things
just come with the territory. At PLATINUM technology,
we've moved to the front of the pack in the I.T. industry by
providing superior software products and consulting services that enhance the performance of our clients' I.T. infrastructures. By doing so, ojjr/tijstemers are able to leverage valuable business information and make better decisions. Which is why, time and time again,
major corporations look to us for wise and confident solutions.

Rt. 42 3 miles so. of Harrisonburg in Dayton, Va.

OPEN Thur. 9-6, Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-5

Isn't it time that jour talents helped lead thy^Sf?
Depending on your skills and interests, you can explore exciting career opportunitiesia any one
of our facilities across the country.

We are seeking professionals to join us in the following role:

Information Management Consultants
If you are majoring in
MIS • Systems Engineering • Computer Science • Information
Management • Information Technology

I

,.-,..,

we would like to tali to jou!
We'll be conducting interviews on campus
NOVEMBER 2.
For the location of the Information Session
the evening of NOVEMBER 1,
visit the career placement office.

■

I
if

PLATINUM technology
/ ...because it's a jungle out there.

%

*

At PLATINUM technology, inc., you'll be in good company. We not only have exceptional benefits
bvtt we also offer tuition reimbursement, and the freedom and flexibility to be your own leader.
If you are unable to visit us on campus, please submit your resume in the following manner:
For U.S. Mail/Fax please use 12 point font with minimal use of bullets, italics, underlining
and holding. For e-mail/Internet, please use ASCII
format. PLATINUM technology, inc., Attn: Staffing Services-Code: CJMADUSSF8, 1815 S.
Meyers Rd., Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181. Fax:
800-655-9987. E-mail: staffing@platinum.com
PLATINUM is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer, rich in diversity.

Renee Lynn Belair
Stacie Lee Rogers
Best friends.
Graduated together, June 6,1993.
Killed together, June 10, 1993.
Whitewater, Wl
If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DONT LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

For additional employment opportunities at PLATINUM technology, Inc., please
visit our website at www.platinum.com

0

U.S. Pnil«»ii»il of kaniponokon

.

PLATINUM
TECHNOLOGY
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

inVSr

c ompuUr Mo

,
"'*<>' • 'or
3 years old. $35 Call
4320949 and leave message or
send frmail to iacovijl9imu.edu

Experienced Daytime Servers A
Evening Bartenders - Key West
Beach Bar & Gnll. 4335895.

Check Out Our Sensational 70's
reck! Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main St.

Have Fun - Raising Funds - for
your Clubs. Teams, & Groups. Earn
up to $500 or more! Put our 25
years of fundraising experience
to work for you. Call Now for
details on FREE CD of your choice.
1-800-592-2121, ext. 725.

IBM/PC.

3, 4, or 5BH UnlU AvailableFurnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Esate. Inc. (540)4339576.
Roommate Wanted! Male or female.
Squire Hill Apts. No pets. Call
2988593; after 7 pm cal 4388597.

20% off books, records, and
cornice- 10% off storewide Encore
Consignments. 82 S. Main St.

Roommate Naadod Immediately ■
jM's Apartments, walking distance
from campus, own room. $150/mo.
Call Colin or Jonathan at 564-0542.

HELP WANTED

L0ST & F0UND

I

7

Hunter * Ridge Luxury Loft or
Forest HO* Townhome - $l,400/mo
June 11999-June 7.2000. Call Jordan
T. Rohrer (owner agent) 564-1388.
Spring Sublease Under $200 - Live
with 5 girls. Across from hospital.
Call Katie, 574-3607.
Room AvalaMe for Spring Semestorin Hunter's Ridge. Furnished
townhome, great sunset view and
easy-going roommates. Negotiable
rent, female preferred. Another room
available now. also. Call Shirley if
interested. 574-2830.
One Unfurnished Bedroom In Houseail appliances included in rent, along
with water, sewage, gas and
washer/dryer. Close to campus.
Landlord mows lawn. Private parking
lot. Individual lease. $180/month.
Two bathrooms, ceiling fans in every
room. (540) 434-3772, Beth.

Enthusiasm Needed • Degree not
required. Your dedication and
enthusiasm propels you to
success. Fantastic opportunity with
large telecommunications co. Call
now for more information.
1-800-32S9659.

Lost Kitten - Black/white male. 10
weeks. Missing since 10/14 near
Port Rep. Rd. & Main St. Very sad
kids, please call 434-2077.

The RMH Wellnes* Center - is
seeking highly qualified and
dedicated Water Safety Instructors
to teach private and group swim
lessons. For more information please
contact Lolly Miller at 564-5688.

Ca« National DJ Connection - for
Melrose parties, formals, FUNI
4330360.

SERVICES

FLY FISHING!
Free beginner fly tying

Free CD Holders, T-ehlrts, Prepaid
Phone Cards - Earn $1,000
part-time on campus. Just call
1 800 932 0528, x64.

classes at the
Blue Ridge Angler Fly Shop.
Classes begin Friday, Nov. 6
For more info: 574-F1SH

Spring Break '99
Florida, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas.
Barbados, and South Padre!
FROM $99
Take -2" Now Hiring Reps! 2 Free
Trips on only 15 Sales!

Room Available - Forest Hills. MidDecember through June 1. Fully
furnished, big deck. Rent negotiable.
Call Craig or Bo, 433-2025.
Cheap-O Rent-01 Campus Condos!
$215/month-OI This spring-O! Call
Todd-O! 4381311.

1-800-426-7710

sunsplashtours.com
Horseman/woman wanted - to run
year round nding program for Camp
Horizons. Tram young horses, lead
trail rides and oversee 20+ horses.
Perfect for college student - part
time with flexible hours. Immediate
opening. Call 1 540896-7600.

Need a Place for the Spring? Up
to three rooms available in Ashby
Crossing. Brand new apartment.
Call Tiffany, 801-8253.

FOR SALE

SAVE A WORM - TIE A RY!
A Simple Solution to Long DhrtanceSimplify your life by using Excel's
Dime Deal. A service offering a flat
rate of 10 cents per minute on
interstate calls. Stop worrying
about access codes or calling
restrictions. Start calling family any
time, seven days a week. Call
today for more information about
our simple long distance solutions.
1800-323-9659.
Rocktown Entertainment - for
parties, bands, massive sound,
intelligent lighting, 8011057.

Jess' Lunch Needs Waitress Must be available for more than
one semester and be able to work
lunches and breaks. Apply in
person at 22 S. Mam St.

Sportscards, Magic, Star Wars,
Beanie Babies - Buy Sell. Largest
selection and best prices in the
Valley. Dukes Sportscards. Dukes
Plaza. 433-3853.

Exotic Male Dancers Wanted - will
train, also OJ. Call Cadilac Ranch,
1-304-249-5068.

5150 Peavey HaH Stack - Rarely
used. Make offer. 801-0521.

POLICE LOG, from page 7
with dark hair. The damage is estimated
at $50.

Destruction of Public Property
• A JMU student was judicially charged
with destruction of public property after
breaking a window in Dingledine Hall on
Oct. 18 at 2:08 p.m.

Grand Larceny

Missing: Male Tabby Cat - white
paws, black swirls with flea collar.
Last seen 10/8/98 at JM's Apts.
Any info call. 434-4960.

S1.5O0 Weekly Potential • mailing
our circulars. Free information
Call 202-452-7679.

,

• Unidentified individuals allegedly
removed a dark green wallet/ID holder
from a locker in the women's locker room
in Godwin Hall on Oct. 17 between 10
a.m. and 12 p.m.
The wallet contained a credit card,
other cards, and $3 cash.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
removed a composite worth $4,000 from
the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority house
on Oct. 17 at 3:50 a.m. Two white male
suspects were seen coming from the
bathroom. One was 6-foot-2 and was
wearing an orange shirt and the other
was shorter with dark hair.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly
broke into a trunk of a vehicle and
removed a camcorder bag containing a
Cannon 8mm camcorder, 35mm
camera, and Motorola cellular phone on
Oct. 17 between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. No
exact information, location, serial
numbers, or whether or not the alleged
entry was by force could be provided at

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities & work-athome opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.. at
1-800-533-5501.

the time the crime was reported.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a backpack on Oct. 17 at 1 p.m. near the
Kappa Sigma fraternity house. The
backpack was later recovered, but a
billfold was missing. On Oct. 19, a
grounds employee recovered the billfold
near the Kappa Sigma and Sigma Pi
Epsilon fraternity houses while emptying
trash. The victim said that $40 cash, an
oil company credit card, a telephone
card, several major credit cards, a movie
rental card, personal checks and a
Kodak Advantix camera worth $60 were
all missing.

Bicycle Accident
• A bicycle accident occurred on Oct. 17
at 4:25 p.m. on Carrier Drive near White
Hall. The victim suffered facial injuries, a
chipped tooth and head injuries. The
victim was transported to Rockingham
Memorial Hospital.

Harassment
• A JMU student was judicially charged
with harassment on Oct. 17 at 12:10 p.m.
in a residence hall. The subject was
warned to stay out of another student's
dorm.
• Two instances of harassment were
reported on Oct. 17 and Oct. 18 in the
Office of Residence Life area.
Littering

Students Ride FREE! Call
College Limo Service, 435 RIDE.

miiimim
cancun- Jamaica -Bahamas

SPRING BREAK

577 5*7 </S?

Spring Breek Travel was 1 of
6 small businesses in the US
recognized by the Council of
Better Business Bureaus
for outstanding ethics in
the marketplace! 1-8006786386.
springbreaktravel. com
Early Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party Cruise! 6 Days
$279! Includes most meals!
Awesome beaches, night life!
Departs from Florida!
13006786386.
springbfeaklravel.com
Early Specials! Cancun &
Jamaica! 7 nights, air & hotel
from $399! Includes free food,
drinks, parties! 1 800-6786386.
springbreaklravel.com
Early Specials! Panama City!
Room with kitchen $129! Includes
7 free parties! Daytona $149!
New hotspot - South Beach
$129! Cocoa Beach $149!
1«X>6788386.
springbreaktravel. com

SPRING BREAK'99!
Cancun, Nassau, Jamaica,
Mazailan, Acapulco,
Bahamas Cruise, Florida,
South Padre
Travel Free and make lots of Cash!
Top reps are offered
full-time staff jobs.

Lowest price Guaranteed.
Call now for details!
www.clas3travel.com

1800-838-6411

1

VISA MAsicncano AMEX DISCOVER
CAMPUS KERB ■ SIOH UP ONLINE I

18002347007
Endless Summer Tours - is now
hiring motivated JMU students
to promote America's best
Spring Break vacations. Highest
commissions & free sales kit! Sell
trips, earn cash, go free!
1800-234-7007
Mvw.end/esssummertours.com

PERSONALS
Donate your vehicle to a 501-C-3
non-profit organization - to help
benefit the homeless. Tax
Deductible. Charity Foundation. Inc.,
1-540-432-6653.

Travel/Study: France & Italy
May 9-27,1999: 3 credits

Place a Classified Ad in
The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony Seeger
$2.50 for the first ten words

Paris-Chateaux-RivieraVenice -FlorencePisa-Rome

($2G0for each additional ten)

Contact Dr. Mario Hamlet-Metz

568-6127

Keezell 421. x6069
E-mail: hamletmx
Delta Sigma PI, Professional
Business Fraternity - is sponsoring
a charitable fund-raiser in the
honor of a deceased brother
beginning TODAY on the Commons.
Please stop by and show your support!
Earn Residual Income Without Risk
Call 18883218261, leave message.

MAKE EASY MONEY! GO ON
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE!
USA Spring Break offers Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida
packages and is currently
accepting applications for
campus sales representatives.
Call 148SSPRING BREAK

Second
Block
Textbooks
and
Coursepacks
NOW
available in
JMU
Bookstore!

Sign Up for ACU 1 Regional
Qualifying Tournments
In the Corner Pocket,
TODAYI
Tournaments include:
Backgammon. Billiards, Bowling,
Chess, Darts. Racquetball, Spades,
Table Tennis. & Table Soccer.

• Non-student Jeffrey H. Grant, 18, of
Midlothian, was arrested and charged
with littering on Oct. 17 at 2:10 a.m. near
the intersection of Port Republic Road
and Interstate 81.

Projecting Missiles at Motor
Vehicles
• Unidentified individuals allegedly fired
paint balls at passing motorists and
pedestrians from their moving vehicle on
Oct. 19 at 12:15 p.m. behind McGrawLong and Bell Halls. A motorist was
struck in the left temple by a paint ball
and sustained a contusion, cut, and
swelling on the left side of his head at
approximately 12:55 p.m. Two other
similar complaints were received by
Harrisonburg Police. Similar incidents
occurred.on Reservoir Street near
campus and in Ridgeville.
Dangerous Practices
• A student was judicially charged with
dangerous practices on Oct. 18 after the
vehicle the student was driving was
stopped for driving the wrong way. The
officer observed the car was occupied by
too many passengers, and two people
were found in the trunk.

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
are available!
For only $30 for third class,
or $75 for first class mail,
you can receive a full year of
The Breeze\
Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze
Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805,
Harrisonburg. VA 22807

from the commons area on Oct. 17
between 12 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. The
board was valued at $50.
Trash Can Fire
• A fire started in a trash can located in
the 3rd floor women's restroom in the
CISAT R-1 dorm on Oct. 19 at 2:14 a.m.
A dry chemical extinguisher was used in
an attempt to extinguish the fire, but the
fire was still burning upon the arrival of a
police officer. The officer proceeded to
radio fire extinguishers, telling them to
bring a water extinguisher to the scene.
The firefighters doused the fire.
Discharged Fire Extinguisher
• A dry chemical fire extinguisher
discharged on Oct. 18 at 3:09 a.m. in the
CISAT R-1 East dorm. It expended in
the second floor resident advisor's open
windows and doors.

Fire Alarm
• Excessive cigarette smoke caused a
detector in the basement party room of
the Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity
house to activate a fire alarm on Oct. 18
at 11:17p.m.

Petty Larceny

Number of parking tickets issued
between Oct. 12 and Oct. 19: 718

• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole
a sandwich board advertising an
upcoming home men's soccer match

Number of drunk in public charges since
Aug. 27:40
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